
The Gnostic Matrix
In  the  wake  of  the  mega-hit  move  The  Matrix,  which
features gnostic themes, Don Closson examines gnosticism and
the influence this philosophy has on our culture.

When The Matrix came out in 1999, it became an instant hit
movie and a trend setter for the science fiction genre. The
story  takes  place  in  a  future  dystopia  where  intelligent
machines have taken over and are farming humans to generate
electrical power. The matrix itself is a computer program that
gives humans the illusion that they are living in a late
twentieth century world when, in reality, they are existing in
womb-like pods that provide nutrients while siphoning off the
natural electrical current that human bodies create. The movie
is known both for its visual style and its references to many
postmodern and religious ideas. The writers used a biblical
motif throughout their story. The main character of the movie
Neo, played by Keanu Reeves, is called the “one.” He dies and
comes to life again after being kissed by a love interest
named Trinity. In this resurrected state he is able to destroy
the evil agents within the matrix and appears to ascend into
the  heavens  at  the  end  of  the  movie.  A  ship  called  the
Nebuchadnezzar is used by the rebel humans to hide from the
intelligent machines and to search for the lost city of Zion.
However, in spite of its use of many biblical terms, this is
not a Christian movie.

In fact, The Matrix is syncretistic; it uses ideas from a
number of religious traditions that are popular in American
culture.  Along  with  Christian  notions,  the  authors  have
incorporated  ideas  from  Zen  Buddhism  and  Gnosticism.
Gnosticism  is  a  belief  system  named  after  the  Greek  word
“gnosis” or knowledge. If the authors had been attempting to
portray a Christian view of the human condition, they would
have focused on sin and the need for a savior. Instead, the
movie’s characters find a kind of salvation in discovering
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secret knowledge and in realizing that the world is not what
it appears to be. Neo becomes a Gnostic messiah, one chosen to
be a way-shower out of the illusion of the matrix.

Gnostic gospels began to compete with Christianity in the
second century after Christ. Our first clue to their existence
is found in the writings of early Church Fathers like Justin
Martyr  and  Irenaeus  who  defended  Christian  orthodoxy  from
these heretical ideas. The popularity of Gnosticism began to
decline  by  the  end  of  the  third  century  and  lay  largely
dormant until the recent discovery of Gnostic texts in Egypt
in 1945. Now known as the Nag Hammadi Library, this remarkable
find was made available in English in 1977 and has been used
by both religious leaders and secular scholars to argue that a
Gnostic gospel should be considered alongside the orthodox
Christian message.

In  this  article  we  will  consider  both  the  content  of
Gnosticism  and  influence  Gnostic  ideas  are  having  on  our
culture.

The Birth of Gnosticism
In December 1945, an Arab named Muhammad Ali found a jar
buried in the ground near Nag Hammadi, Egypt, that contained
thirteen leather-bound codices or books dating from around 350
A.D. For the first time modern scholars had access to early
copies of Gnostic writings which had previously been known
only through derogatory references made by early Christians.

The  core  beliefs  of  the  Gnostic  gospel  begin  with  the
assertion that the world in its current state is not good, nor
is it the creation of a good god. In fact, the cosmos is seen
as a mistake, the action of a minor deity who was unable to
achieve a creation worthy of permanence. The result is a world
of pain, sorrow and death filled with human beings that long
to be freed from a material existence. Deep within each person
is a divine spark that connects humanity with the ultimate



spiritual being who remains hidden from creation. The only
hope for humanity is to acquire the information it needs to
perfect itself and evolve out of its current physical state.
The Gnostic Jesus descended from the spiritual realm to show
the way for the rest of humanity, not to die as an atonement
for sin, but to make available information necessary for self-
perfection.

Although  a  common  core  of  ideas  is  found  within  Gnostic
writings, a variety of religious ideas were popular among its
leaders. There are four second century Gnostic teachers who
have contributed to our current understanding of Gnosticism.
Two  consist  of  mythical  reinterpretations  of  the  Old
Testament. The Apocryphon of John claims to possess a vision
of John, the son of Zebedee. It offers a hierarchy of deities
based on the names of Yahweh, ultimately concluding with a
minor god named Ialdaboath who is the angry and jealous god of
the OT who falsely claims there is no other god beside him.
The second writer named Justin authored Baruch, a work that
mixed together Greek, Jewish and Christian ideas. Again, it
portrays OT characters as minor deities, but both Hercules and
Jesus have a role in this system. Gnostics baptized into this
cult claimed to enter into a higher spiritual realm and swore
themselves to secrecy.

The other two second century forms of Gnosticism were more
philosophically  developed.  Basilides  of  Alexandria  and
Valentinus, who wrote in Rome about 140 A.D., brought together
secular Greek thinking with New Testament concepts. Basilides’
starting point of absolute nothingness indicates that he may
have encountered Indian Hindu ideas in Alexandria. He also
regarded the God of the Old Testament as an oppressive angel.
But  the  most  important  Gnostic  concepts  are  those  of
Valentinus. It is his system that has been borrowed from by
today’s New Age followers.



The Gnosticism of Valentinus
Valentinus claimed to have learned his gospel message from a
student of the apostle Paul named Theodas. At the center of
this Gnostic system is the notion that something is wrong,
that the human condition and experience is defective. Orthodox
Christianity and Judaism both point to human rebellion as the
source of this flawed existence; however Gnosticism blames the
creator. Valentinus’ version of creation begins with a primal
being  called  Bythos  who,  after  a  long  period  of  silence,
emanates  30  beings  called  “aeons”  (also  known  as  the
“pleroma”). Eventually, one of the lowest aeons, Wisdom or
Sophia,  becomes  pregnant  and  gives  birth  to  a  demiurge,
Jehovah, who in turn creates the physical world. The world is
not “good” as indicated by the Genesis account. It is flawed
and a barrier to humanity’s redemption.

Valentinus argued that the fallen nature of the cosmos was not
our doing, and that we each have the capacity to transcend the
physical creation to achieve redemption. The key is to possess
correct knowledge about reality. Like the humans suffering in
the movie The Matrix, he believed that “the human mind lives
in a largely self-created world of illusion from whence only
the  enlightenment  of  a  kind  of  Gnosis  can  rescue  it.”{1}
Valentinus taught that both body and soul are part of the
corrupt creation and that redemption is only for the spirit or
inner man. His view of personal redemption has more in common
with Hinduism and Buddhism than with orthodox Christianity. To
the  Gnostics,  Jesus  is  significant  only  because  of  the
knowledge he possessed and the example that he set, not for
being God in the flesh or for being a sacrifice for sin.
Because the illusion presented to us by the world can only be
corrected by the right knowledge, any guilt we feel for our
rebellion against an all-powerful holy God is false guilt; for
such a God doesn’t exist.

The teachings of Valentinus had considerable impact on his



world. Modern day Gnostics, however, don’t teach all of his
ideas. Let’s see why.

Modern Day Gnostics
World religion scholar Joseph Campbell writes that, “We are
all  manifestations  of  Buddha  consciousness,  or  Christ
consciousness…,” and that our main problem is that we have
merely forgotten this truth. He admonishes us to wake up to
this  awareness,  which  he  adds,  “is  the  very  essence  of
Christian Gnosticism and of the Thomas Gospel.”{2}

The concept of a “Christ consciousness” is common in New Age
literature. The origin of this idea can be traced back to
Gnostic ideas that competed with the traditional teachings of
the Apostles in the early church.

As New Age thinking has progressed in its many forms, the use
of Gnosticism as a theoretical underpinning has grown. Since
English  translations  become  widely  available  in  the  late
1970s, Gnostic texts such as the Gospel of Thomas and the
First Apocalypse of James have been used in conjunction with
Eastern religious writings to support both New Age radical
environmentalism  and  neo-pagan  feminist  religion.  Gnostic
writings have motivated scholars like Elaine Pagels and Joseph
Campbell to find parallels between Buddhism and Christianity.
They have also lent support to the belief that it was a Christ
(or Buddha) consciousness that made Jesus a powerful example
of  how  humans  can  experience  enlightenment.  But  are  the
Gnostic  scriptures  faithfully  represented  in  these  modern
ideas?

Author Douglas Groothuis argues that the Gnostic worldview is
often misrepresented by its modern adherents. For instance,
Pagels and psychologist Carl Jung translate the teachings of
the Gnostics into general psychological truths while rejecting
their teachings regarding the origin and operation of the
universe. It seems inconsistent at best to adopt the supposed



outcomes  of  the  Gnostic  faith  while  rejecting  its  core
teachings.

Neither does Gnosticism affirm current attitudes towards the
environment found among many New Agers. Gnosticism teaches
that  all  matter,  including  mother  Earth,  is  seen  as  a
deterrent towards reaching our true spiritual state. In fact,
Gnosticism holds that all matter is a mistake. It is certainly
not to be worshipped or revered as many of our pantheistic
friends do.

Although female divinities are part of the Gnostic hierarchy
of emanations and the New Age journal Gnosis devoted an entire
issue to the Goddess movement, the Gnosticism of the early
church era was decidedly not feminist. The divinity Sophia is
at the heart of the problem facing humanity; her offspring
brought  into  existence  the  physical  world  from  which  the
Gnostic must escape.

Women in general do not fair well in the Gnostic texts. The
Gospel of Thomas quotes Peter as saying, “Let Mary leave us,
for women are not worthy of life.” Jesus supposedly adds, “I
myself shall lead her in order to make her male, so that she
too may become a living spirit resembling you males. For every
woman who will make herself male will enter the kingdom of
heaven.”{3} Jesus shows no sign of Gnostic influence in the
New Testament. He never demeans women for being female, nor
does he suggest that they become men.

Finally,  Gnostic  texts  are  used  to  support  the  New  Age
doctrine  of  tolerance  for  those  on  a  different  spiritual
journey,  and  the  popular  belief  in  reincarnation.  But
Groothuis notes that “several Gnostic documents speak of the
damnation  of  those  who  refuse  to  become  enlightened,
particularly  apostates  from  Gnostic  groups.”{4}  It’s
interesting that these passages aren’t often taught by New Age
followers.



The Reliability of Gnostic Texts
Is the Gospel of Thomas a more reliable witness to the real
teachings of Christ than the New Testament? Is it factually
more trustworthy? Famed Bible scholar F. F. Bruce is pretty
blunt regarding the competing truth claims. He writes, “There
is no reason why the student of this conflict should shrink
from making a value judgment: the Gnostic schools lost because
they deserved to lose.”{5} Few would question the historical
record  that  Gnosticism  was  rejected  by  the  church  in  the
second and third centuries. But what about today? Are there
valid reasons to reevaluate the legitimacy of the Gnostic
writings?

First, a decision must be made between the two conflicting
depictions of Christ. The content and the literary style of
the Gnostic writings compared to the biblical record are so
different that they cannot both be accurate.

It’s significant to note that the Gnostic texts do not offer a
recounting of the life, teachings, death, and resurrection of
Jesus. Much of what is attributed to Jesus is detached from
any historical setting. The Letter of Peter to Philip depicts
Jesus  “more  as  a  lecturer  on  philosophy  than  a  Jewish
prophet.”{6}  The  Apostles  supposedly  ask  Jesus,  “Lord,  we
would like to know the deficiency of the aeons and of their
pleroma.”{7} Jesus responds with Gnostic teachings about God
the Father and a female deity whose disobedience results in
the  physical  cosmos.  This  is  not  the  Jesus  of  the  New
Testament.

Another question regarding Gnostic texts is their date of
origin. The documents found at Nag Hammadi are quite old,
probably dating from A.D. 350-400. The original writings are
even older, but not prior to the second century A. D. Thus,
the consensus of most scholars is that they appeared after the
New Testament had been completed. The Gospel of Truth, which
is attributed to Valentinus, actually quotes the New Testament



at length. It would be odd to accept its authority over the
New Testament.

Unfortunately,  the  documents  have  also  experienced
considerable physical deterioration. The English translation
of  The  Nag  Hammadi  Library  exhibits  many  ellipses,
parentheses, and brackets that point to gaps in the text due
to this deterioration. Since most of the texts have no other
manuscript copies available, their accuracy is questionable.

There is also the question of authorship. The Letter of Peter
to Philip is usually dated at the end of the second century or
possibly into the third.{8} Since this is long after Peter’s
death,  it  is  considered  to  be  pseudepigraphic,  falsely
attributed to a noteworthy individual for added credibility.

Finally, the most popular and ardently defended text, the
Gospel of Thomas, was not mentioned in the early church until
the early third century.

The Gnostic view of Jesus was rejected by the early church and
should be rejected today.
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Evaluating Miracle Claims
Probe’s Michael Gleghorn demonstrates that not all miracle
claims are equal. Although genuine miracles have occurred, a
careful evaluation reveals that many claims are spurious.

This article is also available in Spanish. 

Are They Alien Events?
I recently spoke with a Christian woman who told me of the
concern  she  felt  for  many  of  her  family  members  who  had
embraced the doctrines of Christian Science. As we discussed
how she might effectively communicate the gospel to those she
loved, she mentioned one of the main difficulties she faced in
getting a fair hearing. Apparently, some of her family members
had been surprisingly healed of various physical ailments. And
naturally  enough,  they  interpreted  these  healings  as
confirming  the  truth  of  Christian  Science.

What are we, as Christians, to make of such claims? Are they
miracles? What are we to think about the many sincere people,
holding vastly different beliefs, who claim to have personally
experienced miracles? And what about many of the world’s great
religious traditions that claim support for their doctrines,
at least in part, by an appeal to the miraculous? Should we
assume that all such claims are false and that only Christian
miracle claims are true? Or might some miracles have actually
occurred  outside  a  Judeo-Christian  context?  Are  there  any
criteria we can apply in evaluating miracle claims to help us
determine whether or not a miracle has actually occurred? And
could there be other ways of explaining such claims besides
recourse to the miraculous?
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Before we attempt to answer such questions, we must first
agree on what a “miracle” is. Although various definitions
have been used in the past, we will rely on a definition given
by Richard Purtill. “A miracle is an event brought about by
the power of God that is a temporary exception to the ordinary
course of nature for the purpose of showing that God has acted
in  history.”{1}  A  miracle,  then,  requires  a  personal,
supernatural being who is capable of intervening in nature to
bring about an effect that would otherwise not have occurred.

If this is what miracles are, then some religions have no real
way  of  accounting  for  them.  Take  Christian  Science  for
instance. “The Christian Science view of God is impersonal and
pantheistic.”{2} In this system, “miracles” can be nothing
more than “divinely natural” events.{3} But if a true miracle
requires the intervention of a personal being who is beyond
nature, then Christian Science has no place for such events
because it does not admit the existence of such a being. As
David Clark has stated: “Pantheism has no category labeled
‘free act by a divine person.’ So miracles are as alien to all
forms of pantheism as they are to atheism.”{4} Thus, far from
demonstrating  the  truth  of  Christian  Science,  a  genuine
miracle would actually demonstrate its falsity! While such
events may still have occurred, they can hardly be used as
evidence in support of such traditions

Are They Legendary Events?
Apollonius of Tyana was, like Jesus, a traveling first century
teacher. Like Jesus, he is credited with having performed a
variety of miraculous feats. He is said to have healed the
sick, cast out demons and predicted the future. He is even
said to have raised the dead!

In  a  fascinating  passage  from  his  biography  we  read  the
following:

A  girl  had  died…and  the  whole  of  Rome  was



mourning…Apollonius…witnessing their grief, said: ‘Put down
the bier, for I will stay the tears that you are shedding
for this maiden’….The crowd…thought that he was about to
deliver…an oration…but merely touching her and whispering in
secret some spell over her, at once woke up the maiden from
her seeming death…”{5}

Readers familiar with the Gospel of Luke will recognize that
this story is quite similar to the account of Jesus raising
the widow’s son (Luke 7:11-17). But isn’t it inconsistent for
Christians to affirm that Jesus really did perform such a
miracle  while  denying  the  same  for  Apollonius?  Not
necessarily.

Suppose that the story about Apollonius is merely legendary,
while the story about Jesus is truly historical. If that were
so, then it would clearly make sense for Christians to deny
that  Apollonius  raised  someone  from  the  dead  while
simultaneously affirming that Jesus really did perform such a
feat. There are actually good reasons for believing that this
is in fact the case.

Norman Geisler draws a number of significant contrasts between
the evidence for Jesus and that for Apollonius.{6} First, the
only source we have for the life of Apollonius comes from
Philostratus.  In  contrast,  we  have  numerous,  independent
sources of information about the life of Jesus. These include
the four canonical gospels, many New Testament letters, and
even  extra-biblical  references  in  writers  like  Tacitus,
Josephus and others. Second, Philostratus wrote his biography
about 120 years after Apollonius’ death. The New Testament was
written by those who were contemporaries and/or eyewitnesses
of the life of Jesus. The point, of course, is that the
further one gets from the original events, the more likely it
is that accounts may become contaminated by later legendary
developments. Third, Philostratus was commissioned to write
his work by the wife of a Roman emperor, most likely as a
means of countering the growing influence of Christianity. He



thus  had  a  motivation  to  embellish  his  account  and  make
Apollonius appear to be the equal of Jesus. The New Testament
writers, however, had no such motivation for embellishing the
life of Jesus. Finally, Philostratus admits that the girl
Apollonius allegedly raised may not have even been dead!{7}
Luke, however, is quite clear that the widow’s son was dead
when Jesus raised him.

This brief comparison reveals that not all miracle claims are
as historically well-attested as those of Jesus.

Are They Psychosomatic Events?
Amazing healings are among the most frequently cited miracle
claims. Although many of these claims may be false, many are
also true. But are they really miracles?

Some estimates indicate that up to 80 percent of disease is
stress related. While such diseases are real, and really do
afflict the body, they originate largely from negative mental
attitudes,  anxiety  and  other  unhealthy  emotions.  For  this
reason, such diseases can often be healed through a reduction
in stress, combined with positive mental attitudes and healthy
emotions. But such healings should not be viewed as miracles
because  they  do  not  involve  God’s  direct,  supernatural
intervention.

If this is true, then we must carefully distinguish between
psychosomatic  events  and  those  that  are  truly  miraculous.
Psychosomatic  illnesses  have  psychological  or  emotional
(rather  than  physiological)  causes.  Thus,  people  afflicted
with such disorders may get better simply by coming to believe
that  they  can  get  better.  In  other  words,  psychosomatic
disorders can often be alleviated simply by faith–whether in
God, a priest, a doctor, a pill, or a particular method of
treatment. But there is nothing miraculous about this kind of
healing. “It happens to Buddhists, Hindus, Roman Catholics,
Protestants,  and  atheists.  Healers  claiming  supernatural



powers can do it, but so can…psychiatrists by purely natural
powers…”{9} Obviously, healings of this sort cannot be used as
evidence for a particular belief system because all belief
systems can account for them.

But  are  there  any  differences  between  supernatural  and
psychological healings that might help us decide whether or
not a particular healing was truly miraculous? Norman Geisler
lists  a  number  of  important  distinctions.{10}  First,
supernatural healings do not require personal contact. Jesus
occasionally healed people from a distance (John 4:46-54). In
contrast,  psychological  healings  often  do  require  such
contact, even if this simply involves laying one’s hands on
the television while an alleged faith-healer prays. Second,
when a person is healed supernaturally there are no relapses.
But relapses are common after psychological healings. Finally,
a person can be healed of any condition by supernatural means,
including  organic  diseases  and  major  birth  defects.  Jesus
healed a man with a withered hand (Mark 3:1-5) and restored
the sight of one born blind (John 9). In contrast, not all
conditions can be healed psychologically. Such methods are
usually effective only in treating psychosomatic illnesses.

Thus, not every claim for miraculous healing is a genuine
miracle. Only those healings that offer clear evidence of
Divine intervention can fairly be considered miracles.

Are They Deceptive Events?
It appeared to be a miracle. The young man claimed he could
see  without  an  eye!  Norman  Geisler  recounts  an  amazing
demonstration he once witnessed in a seminary chapel back in
the early 70s.{11} It involved a young man who had injured his
left eye as a child. It was later surgically removed and
replaced with a glass eye. For three years his father prayed,
asking God to restore his son’s vision. One day, his son
excitedly announced that he could see with his glass eye! His
father believed that God had worked a miracle. And apparently



he wasn’t the only one.

At the chapel service the young man’s father shared how the
physicians who had examined his son had confirmed that his
vision had been restored despite the removal of the young
man’s eye! The demonstration seemed to prove that this was
indeed the case. The young man’s glass eye was removed and his
good eye was covered with a blindfold that had been inspected
by one of the students in the audience. After various items
had been randomly collected from those in attendance, the
young man proceeded to read what was written on them! Needless
to say, all who witnessed the performance were stunned by what
appeared  to  be  a  genuine  miracle.  But  was  there  another
explanation?  Although  he  initially  thought  that  he  had
witnessed a miracle, Dr. Geisler later came to believe that he
might have been deceived. But why?

It turns out that any skilled performer of magic tricks can do
the very same thing. By applying some invisible lubricant to
the cheek before a performance begins, the magician can have
coins and clay placed over his eyes, along with a blindfold,
and still read what has been handed to him. How is this
possible? Dr. Geisler explains: “By lifting his forehead under
the bandages, a small gap is made down the bridge of his nose
through which he can seeIt is not a miracle; it is magic.”{12}

Since magic can often appear miraculous, we must carefully
evaluate  miracle  claims  for  clear  evidence  of  divine
intervention. What are some differences between miracles and
magic that may keep us from being deceived?{13}

First, miracles are of God and serve to glorify God. Magic is
of man and usually serves to glorify the magician. Second, no
deception is involved in miracles. When Jesus raised Lazarus
from the dead, he was really dead, and had been for four days
(John 11:39). But deception is an essential component of human
magic. Finally, a miracle fits into nature in a way that magic
does not. When Jesus healed the man born blind (John 9), He



restored the proper function of his natural eyes. By contrast,
in the story above the young man claimed to see without an eye
at all! While one is clearly of God, the other is simply odd.

Are They Demonic Events?
The Bible affirms the existence of both Satan and demons, evil
spirit beings with personal attributes who are united in their
opposition to God and His plans for the world. Although vastly
inferior to God, they still possess immense intelligence and
power. Is it possible that at least some of the apparently
miraculous phenomena reported in the world’s religions and the
occult might be due to demonic spirits?

The  book  of  Exodus  seems  to  indicate  that  the  Egyptian
magicians were able to duplicate the first two plagues that
God brought upon their land (Exod. 7:22; 8:7). How should this
be explained? While some believe the magicians relied on human
trickery,{14} others think that demonic spirits may have aided
them.{15}

Although we cannot know for sure which view is correct, the
demonic hypothesis is certainly possible. Indeed, the Bible
elsewhere explicitly affirms the power of Satan and demons to
perform amazing feats. For instance, Luke tells of a slave-
girl  “having  a  spirit  of  divination…who  was  bringing  her
masters  much  profit  by  fortunetelling”  (Acts  16:16).
Undoubtedly this was a demonic spirit for Luke records that
Paul cast it out “in the name of Jesus Christ” (Acts 16:18).
This enraged the girl’s masters because apparently, once the
demon had been exorcised, the girl no longer retained her
special powers (Acts 16:19).

In addition, Paul told the Thessalonians that the coming of
the end-time ruler would be in “accordance with the work of
Satan displayed in all kinds of counterfeit miracles, signs
and wonders” (2 Thess. 2:9). In Revelation 13 we read that
Satan gives his power and authority to this wicked ruler,



apparently even healing his otherwise fatal wound to the head
(Rev. 13:3). Not only this, but the ruler’s assistant is also
said to perform “great signs” (v. 13). For instance, he is
said to make fire come down from heaven and to give breath and
the power of speech to an image of the ruler (vv. 13-15). The
text implies that these wonders are accomplished through the
power of Satan (v. 2).

This brief survey indicates that Satan and demonic spirits can
indeed perform false signs and wonders that may initially
appear to rival even genuinely Divine miracles. The book of
Revelation tells us that the world of unregenerate humanity,
deceived by such amazing signs, proceeds to worship both Satan
and the ruler (Rev. 13:4). But how can we, as Christians, keep
from being likewise deceived? In his letter to the Ephesians,
Paul exhorts believers to put on “the full armor of God.”
Among other things, this involves taking up the shield of
faith, the helmet of salvation and the “sword of the Spirit,
which is the word of God” (see Eph. 6:10-17). If we have faith
in Christ Jesus, and if we are protected by “the full armor of
God,” we won’t be easily deceived by “the schemes of the
devil” (Eph. 6:11).
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Freudian Slip

His “True Enemy”
In 1937, shortly before World War II, a Jewish doctor had a
colleague who urged him to flee Austria for fear of Nazi
oppression. The doctor replied that his “true enemy” was not
the Nazis but “religion,” the Christian church. What inspired
such hatred of Christianity in this scientist?{1}

His  father  Jakob  read  the  Talmud  and  celebrated  Jewish
festivals. The young boy developed a fond affection for his
Hebrew Bible teacher and later said that the Bible story had
“an enduring effect” on his life. A beloved nanny took him to
church  as  a  child.  He  came  home  telling  even  his  Jewish
parents about “God Almighty”. But eventually the nanny was
accused of theft and dismissed. He later blamed her for many
of his difficulties, and launched his private practice on
Easter Sunday as (some suggest) an “act of defiance.”

Anti-Semitism hounded the lad at school. Around age twelve, he
was horrified to learn of his father’s youthful acquiescence
to Gentile bigotry. “Jew! Get off the pavement!” a so-called
“Christian” had shouted to the young Jakob after knocking his
cap into the mud. The son learned to his chagrin that his dad
had complied.

In secondary school, he abandoned Judaism for secular science
and humanism. At the University of Vienna, he studied the
atheist philosopher Ludwig Feuerbach and carried his atheism
into his career as a psychiatrist. Religion for him was simply
a  “wish  fulfillment,”  a  fairy  tale  invented  by  humans  to
satisfy their needy souls.
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This psychiatrist was Sigmund Freud. He became perhaps the
most influential psychiatrist of history, affecting medicine,
literature, language, religion and culture. Obsessed with what
he called the “painful riddle of death,” he once said he
thought of it daily throughout life. His favorite grandson’s
death brought great grief: “Everything has lost its meaning to
me…” he wrote. “I can find no joy in life.” He called himself
a “godless Jew.” In 1939, he slipped into eternity, a willful
overdose of morphine assuaging his cancer’s pain.

What  factors  might  have  influenced  Freud’s  reaction  to
Christianity? Have you ever been discouraged about life or
angry with God because of a major disappointment or the way a
Christian has treated you? In the next section, we’ll consider
Freud’s encounter with bigotry.

Anti-Semitism
Have you ever observed a Christian acting in un-Christlike
ways? How did you feel? Disappointed? Embarrassed? Disgusted?
Maybe you can identify with Sigmund Freud.

When Freud was about ten or twelve, his father Jakob told him
that during his own youth, a “Christian” had knocked Jakob’s
cap into the mud and shouted “Jew! Get off the pavement!”
Jakob had simply picked up his cap. Little Sigmund found his
father’s acquiescence to Gentile bigotry unheroic. Hannibal,
the Semitic general who fought ancient Rome, became Sigmund’s
hero. Hannibal’s conflict with Rome came to symbolize for
Freud the Jewish-Roman Catholic conflict.{2}

In his twenties, Freud wrote of an ugly anti-Semitic incident
on a train. When Freud opened a window for some fresh air,
other passengers shouted for him to shut it. (The open window
was on the windy side of the car.) He said he was willing to
shut it provided another window opposite was opened. In the
ensuing negotiations, someone shouted, “He’s a dirty Jew!” At
that  point,  his  first  opponent  announced  to  Freud,  “We



Christians consider other people, you’d better think less of
your precious self.”

Freud  asked  one  opponent  to  keep  his  vapid  criticisms  to
himself and another to step forward and take his medicine. “I
was quite prepared to kill him,” Freud wrote, “but he did not
step up…{3}

Sigmund’s son Martin Freud recalled an incident from his own
youth that deeply impressed Martin. During a summer holiday,
the Freuds encountered some bigots: about ten men who carried
sticks  and  umbrellas,  shouted  “anti-Semitic  abuse,”  and
apparently attempted to block Sigmund’s way along a road.
Ordering Martin to stay back, Sigmund “without the slightest
hesitation  …  keeping  to  the  middle  of  the  road,  marched
towards  the  hostile  crowd.”  Martin  continues  that  his
“…father, swinging his stick, charged the hostile crowd, which
gave way before him and promptly dispersed, allowing him free
passage.  This  was  the  last  we  saw  of  these  unpleasant
strangers.”  Perhaps  Sigmund  wanted  his  sons  to  see  their
father boldly confronting bigotry rather than cowering before
it, as he felt his own father had done.{4}

Jews in Freud’s Austria suffered great abuse from so-called
Christians. No wonder he was turned off toward the Christian
faith. How might disappointment and loss have contributed to
Freud’s anti-Christian stance?

Suffering’s Distress
Have you ever been abandoned, lost a loved one, or endured
illness and wondered, “Where is God?” Perhaps you can relate
to Freud.

Earlier, I spoke about Freud’s Catholic nanny whom he loved
dearly, who was accused of theft and was dismissed. As an
adult,  Freud  blamed  this  nanny  for  many  of  his  own
psychological  problems.{5}  The  sudden  departure–for  alleged



theft–of a trusted Christian caregiver could have left the
child  with  abandonment  fears{6}  and  the  adult  Freud  with
disdain for the nanny’s faith. Freud wrote, “We naturally feel
hurt that a just God and a kindly providence do not protect us
better from such influences [fate] during the most defenseless
period of our lives.”{7}

Freud’s daughter, Sophie, died suddenly after a short illness.
Writing  to  console  her  widower,  Freud  wrote:  “…it  was  a
senseless, brutal stroke of fate that took our Sophie from us
. . . we are . . . mere playthings for the higher powers.{8}

A beloved grandson died at age four, leaving Freud depressed
and grief stricken. “Fundamentally everything has lost its
meaning for me,” he admitted shortly before the child died.{9}

Freud’s many health problems included a sixteen-year bout with
cancer  of  the  jaw.  In  1939,  as  the  cancer  brought  death
closer, he wrote, “my world is . . . a small island of pain
floating  on  an  ocean  of  indifference.”{10}  Eventually  a
gangrenous  hole  in  his  cheek  emitted  a  putrid  odor  that
repulsed his beloved dog but attracted the flies.{11}

Like many, Freud could not reconcile human suffering with a
benevolent God. In a 1933 lecture, he asserted:

It seems not to be the case that there’s a power in the
universe which watches over the well-being of individuals
with parental care and brings all their affairs to a happy
ending. On the contrary, . . . Obscure, unfeeling, unloving
powers determine our fate.{12}

Freud’s suffering left him feeling deeply wounded. Could that
be one reason he concluded that a benevolent God does not
exist? Do you know people whose pain has made them mad at God,
or has convinced them He doesn’t exist? Intellectual doubt
often has biographical roots.



Spiritual Confusion
Hypocritical Christians angered Sigmund Freud. The deaths of
his loved ones and his own cancer brought him great distress.
His loss and suffering seemed incompatible with the idea of a
loving God. So what did he think the main message of the
Christian faith was?

In the book, The Future of An Illusion, his major diatribe
against  religion,  Freud  outlined  his  understanding  of
Christianity. He felt it spoke of humans having a “higher
purpose”; a higher intelligence ordering life “for the best”;
death not as “extinction” but the start of “a new kind of
existence”; and a “supreme court of justice” that would reward
good and punish evil.{13}

Freud’s summary omits something significant: an emphasis on
human restoration of relationship to God by receiving His free
gift of forgiveness through Jesus’ sacrificial death on the
cross for human guilt.

Discussions of the biblical message often omit or obscure this
important concept. I used to feel I had to earn God’s love by
my  own  efforts.  Then  I  learned  that  from  a  biblical
perspective, no one can achieve the perfection necessary to
gain eternal life.{14} Freud’s view of Christianity at this
point seemed to be missing grace, Jesus, and the cross.

Two years after he wrote The Future of An Illusion, he seemed
to have a clearer picture of Christian forgiveness. He wrote
that  earlier  he  had  “failed  to  appreciate”  the  Christian
concept of redemption through Christ’s sacrificial death in
which  he  took  “upon  himself  a  guilt  that  is  common  to
everyone.”{15}

Freud also attacked the intellectual validity of Christian
faith.{16}  He  objected  to  arguments  that  one  should  not
question the validity of religion and that we should believe



simply because our ancestors did. I don’t blame him. Those
arguments  don’t  satisfy  me  either.  But  he  also  felt  the
biblical writings were untrustworthy. He shows no awareness of
the  wealth  of  evidence  supporting,  for  example,  the
reliability  of  the  New  Testament  documents  or  Jesus’
resurrection.{17}  His  apparent  lack  of  familiarity  with
historical evidence and method may have been a function of his
era, background, academic pursuits or profession.

Perhaps confusion about spiritual matters colored Freud’s view
of the faith. Do you know anyone who is confused about Jesus’
message or the evidence for its validity?

Freud’s Christian Friend
Freud often despised Christianity, but he was quite fond of
one Christian. He actually delayed publication of his major
criticism  of  religion  for  fear  of  offending  this  friend.
Finally,  he  warned  his  friend  of  its  release.{18}  Oskar
Pfister,  the  Swiss  pastor  who  had  won  Freud’s  heart,
responded, “I have always believed that every man should state
his honest opinion aloud and plainly. You have always been
tolerant  towards  me,  and  am  I  to  be  intolerant  of  your
atheism?”{19} Freud responded warmly and welcomed Pfister’s
published  critique.  Their  correspondence  is  a  marvelous
example  of  scholars  who  differ  doing  so  with  grace  and
dignity,  disagreeing  with  ideas  but  preserving  their
friendship.  Their  interchange  could  well  inform  many  of
today’s political, cultural and religious debates.

Freud’s longest correspondence was with Pfister. It lasted 30
years.{20} Freud’s daughter and protégé, Anna, left a glimpse
into the pastor’s character. During her childhood, Pfister
seemed “like a visitor from another planet” in the “totally
non-religious  Freud  household.”  His  “human  warmth  and
enthusiasm” contrasted with the impatience of the visiting
psychologists who saw the family mealtime as “an unwelcome
interruption”  in  their  important  discussions.  Pfister



“enchanted” the Freud children, entering into their lives and
becoming “a most welcome guest.”{21}

Freud respected Pfister’s work. He wrote, “[Y]ou are in the
fortunate position of being able to lead . . . [people] to
God.”{22}

Freud called Pfister “a remarkable man a true servant of God,
. . . [who] feels the need to do spiritual good to everyone he
meets. You did good in this way even to me.”{23}

“Dear Man of God,” began Freud after a return home. “A letter
from you is one of the best possible things that could be
waiting for one on one’s return.”{24}

Pfister was a positive influence for Christ. But in the end,
so far as we know, Freud decided against personal faith.

People reject Christ for many reasons. Hypocritical Christians
turn some off. Others feel disillusioned, bitter, or skeptical
from personal loss or pain. Some are confused about who Jesus
is  and  how  to  know  Him  personally.  Understanding  these
barriers to belief can help skeptics and seekers discern the
roots of their dilemmas and prompt them to take a second look.
Examples like Pfister’s can show that following the Man from
Nazareth might be worthwhile after all.
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Hindrances of the Mind: The
Scandal  of  Evangelical
Thinking
Sometimes  our  presuppositions  skew  our  understanding  of
Scripture and even how to use it. Rick Wade looks at some
ideas and attitudes from our past that create hindrances to
sound thinking.

 This article is also available in Spanish.

In our efforts to engage our society for Christ, we need to
understand  that  people  often  don’t  see  the  world  aright
because of problems with the way they think. Their beliefs or
attitudes–or  even  what  they  think  about  thinking–create
stumbling blocks. But lest we get too puffed up, we need to
recognize that we aren’t immune to that ourselves; Christians
don’t always think well, either.

Before we can effectively engage our society on this level we
need to engage ourselves. We wonder why, with so many people
professing  faith  today,  we  aren’t  able  to  have  a  greater
impact on our society. It’s often said that we aren’t doing
enough. Another reason is that we aren’t thinking enough.

Some  time  ago  evangelicals  lost  significance  in  the
intellectual centers of the country. Historian Mark Noll notes
that “on any given Sunday in the United States and Canada, a
majority of those who attend church hold evangelical beliefs
and  follow  norms  of  evangelical  practice,  yet  in  neither
country  do  these  great  numbers  of  practicing  evangelicals
appear  to  play  significant  roles  in  either  nation’s
intellectual life.”{1} Apart from concerns about Christians in
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academia, however, the rest of us should consider our own
habits  of  thinking.  I’m  not  speaking  about  the  simple
attainment  of  knowledge;  I’m  talking  about  how  certain
attitudes and assumptions affect how we think.

This article is a brief examination of the evangelical mind
today. What are some weaknesses in evangelical thinking that
stunt our influence in society? How did we get to this place?

Noll names four characteristics of American evangelicals, our
legacy  from  the  nineteenth  century:  populism,  activism,
biblicism,  and  intuitionism.  By  populism,  he  means  that
evangelical Christians see the strength of the church (on the
human level, of course) as residing in the people in the pews
rather than those in the pulpits. By activism, he refers to
the lack of patience for extended contemplation and the desire
to be about the work of the Lord. Biblicism refers to the
belief that truth is only found in Scripture. Intuitionism
refers to the tendency to go with gut-level responses rather
than studying matters with any thoroughness.

For all the possibilities this form of Christianity offers,
insofar as this description is accurate, it leaves little room
for the life of the mind. Yes, it’s important that we do
things for the Lord. But don’t we need to think before we do?
Could one of the things we need to do be to think? The Bible
is indeed our final authority, but is knowledge obtainable
elsewhere? And is intuition sufficient for understanding what
the Bible writers meant given the fact that they wrote in
another time and cultural context? Or for understanding the
complex issues of our day–or even the perennial issues of the
human experience?

Someone  might  still  be  wondering  if  this  is  really  an
important issue. As long as we’re doing God’s work, why do we
need  to  waste  time  worrying  over  a  lot  of  ivory  tower
speculation?  Read  what  Noll  says  as  he  summarizes  the
importance  of  the  life  of  the  mind  for  the  church:



Where Christian faith is securely rooted, where it penetrates
deeply into a culture to change individual lives and redirect
institutions, where it continues for more than a generation
as  a  living  testimony  to  the  grace  of  God–in  these
situations, we almost invariably find Christians ardently
cultivating the intellect for the glory of God.

He continues: “The links between deep Christian life, long-
lasting Christian influence, and dedicated Christian thought
characterize virtually all of the high moments in the history
of the church.” What results when serious thinking isn’t a
characteristic  of  the  church?  “The  path  to  danger  is  not
always the same,” he says, “but the results of neglecting the
mind are uniform: Christian faith degenerates, lapses into
gross error, or simply passes out of existence.”{2}

Did you catch that? This is no minor issue. To say that what
is eternal is all that’s important, that we needn’t waste a
lot of time on the things of this world which is destined to
burn up anyway, might seem to reflect biblical teaching, but
it doesn’t. We aren’t here suggesting that the things of the
earth in themselves are more important than the things of
heaven. Neither are we saying everyone has to be a scholar.
What we’re saying is that we need to think, we need to learn,
we need to understand the world we live in if we want to be
taken seriously and in turn more strongly influence the world
around  us.  Some  of  us  should  be  scholars,  however,  and
scholars who can command the respect of peers both inside and
outside the church. But all of us need to learn to think well
on whatever level we live. We should learn about the world,
and we should learn from the world. There is value in this
world because it was created by God, because it is the arena
in which redemption was accomplished, because it is where we
live out our Christianity each day, and because it is where we
meet  unbelievers  and  seek  to  reach  them  for  Christ.  Our
investment is in heaven, but it is here where we work out our
salvation.



So, how did we get to our present state? Let’s look at the
development of this mentality in our nation’s short history.

Pietism
Two  factors  from  our  past,  which  had  and  still  have
ramifications  for  the  evangelical  mind,  were  Pietism  and
populism.

Pietism  had  its  roots  in  the  late  seventeenth  century  in
Europe as a reaction to the cold, formalistic ritualism so
prevalent in the church. Christianity seemed more a topic of
philosophical speculation and argument than a living religion.
Philipp Jakob Spener, a German pastor, sought reform in the
lives  of  the  people  in  the  pews.  He  “instituted  [pious
assemblies] to meet on Wednesdays and Sundays to pray, to
discuss the previous week’s sermon, and to apply passages from
Scripture and devotional writings to individual lives.”{3} In
1675, Spener wrote Pia Desideria (or, Pious Wishes) in which
he outlined his ideas for reform. They included a renewed
emphasis on the Bible, the revival of the priesthood of the
believer, an emphasis on Christian practice, and the preaching
of understandable sermons.

Pietism spread in several directions as the years passed. The
Moravians, who significantly influenced John Wesley, “carried
the  pietistic  concern  for  personal  spirituality  almost
literally around the world.” Pietism was influential among
Mennonites, Brethren, and Dutch Reformed Christians. Its ideas
can be seen in the teachings of Cotton Mather and William Law,
and in the preaching of the American Great Awakening of the
mid-eighteenth century.

Pietism had the effect of shifting the locus of authority away
from tradition and the established church leadership to the
individual Christian. Not everyone was in favor of this. Some
church leaders opposed the movement for selfish reasons, but
some  were  genuinely  concerned  about  the  possibility  of



“rampant subjectivity and anti-intellectualism.” Separationism
was another problem. Although Spener never called for it, some
people did separate from the established churches.

On the positive side, one finds in Pietism a strong commitment
to Scripture, the rejection of cold orthodoxy, and an emphasis
on authentic personal experience. Says Noll, “It was, in one
sense,  the  Christian  answer  to  what  has  been  called  the
discovery of the individual’ by providing a Christian form to
the  individualism  and  practical-mindedness  of  a  Europe  in
transition to modern times.” Pietism has been a source of
renewal in cold churches, an encouragement to lay people to
get involved in ministry, and an impulse for individuals to
always be seeking after God.

On the negative side, however, Pietism led to subjectivism and
emotionalism. It provided an excuse for anti-intellectualism
and for the neglect of careful scholarship. Lessons learned by
Christians  in  previous  centuries  no  longer  needed  to  be
considered since one’s present experience with God was the
most  important  thing.  Lastly,  it  inclined  some  people  to
establish rather legalistic codes of morality as they sought
evidence of spirituality in others’ lives.

A  surprising  result  of  Pietism–given  its  primary  goal  of
bringing Christians more into the light of truth–was the way
it led away from truth. Noll notes that

Unchecked Pietism . . . played a role in the development of
theological liberalism with liberalism’s fascination for the
forms  of  religious  experience.  It  played  a  part  in
developing the humanistic romanticism of the nineteenth and
twentieth centuries, where a vague nature mysticism replaced
a more orthodox understanding of God and the world. And for
more orthodox believers, Pietism sometimes led to a morbid
fixation upon the Christian’s personal state at the expense
of evangelism, study, or social outreach. . . . The Pietist
attack on self-conscious Christian thinking . . . meant the



weakening of the faith toward sentimentality, its captivity
by  alien  philosophies,  or  its  decline  to  dangerous
modernisms.{4}

While Pietism had (and has) its positive aspects, with respect
to the life of the mind, it has had a detrimental effect. The
emphasis on the individual makes the rest of the world less
important, and it provides no incentive to be open to anything
but the individual’s own spirituality.

Populism
The second factor which continues to affect the way we think
is America’s populist mentality. Populism is a concern for
“the perceived interests of ordinary people, as opposed to
those of a privileged elite.”{5} Although populism didn’t form
into a political movement until the late nineteenth century,
it characterized the mentality of Americans from the early
days of our country’s history.

Historian  Richard  Hofstadter  notes  that,  “In  the  original
American populistic dream, the omnicompetence of the common
man was fundamental and indispensable.”{6} Class differences
were rejected; egalitarianism was the new order of things.
Hofstadter  says  that  early  exponents  of  popular  democracy
“meant . . . to subordinate educated as well as propertied
leadership.  .  .  .  [popular  democracy]  reinforced  the
widespread belief in the superiority of inborn, intuitive,
folkish  wisdom  over  the  cultivated,  oversophisticated,  and
self-interested knowledge of the literati and the well-to-
do.”{7} In fact, there developed a real bias against and a
distrust of the elite, such as churchmen who were part of the
hereditary structure of church leadership, and academicians.

Anti-Intellectualism

In the early days of America’s founding, there was an attitude
of sticking to the basic things of life. According to this way



of thinking, “there is a persistent preference of the ‘wisdom’
of intuition, which is deemed to be natural or God-given, over
rationality, which is cultivated and artificial.”{8}

This confidence in the intuitive wisdom of the common man,
together with the distrust of the educated elite, produced in
America  a  distinct  anti-intellectualism.  “Anti-
intellectualism,” in Hofstadter’s use, does not necessarily
mean  “unintelligent.”  He  defines  it  as  “a  resentment  and
suspicion  of  the  life  of  the  mind  and  of  those  who  are
considered to represent it; and a disposition constantly to
minimize the value of that life.”{9} Intelligence per se isn’t
a problem . . . as long as it is being put to practical use.
But  the  contemplation  of  ideas  which  have  no  immediately
discernible practical use is thought to be a waste of time.

Still today, the word “intellectual” usually carries negative
connotations. “Intellectual” and “ivory tower” are two terms
often  heard  together,  and  they  aren’t  complimentary
descriptions! Noll notes that the activistic, pragmatic, and
utilitarian “ethos” of America “allows little space for br
oader or deeper intellectual effort because it is dominated by
the  urgencies  of  the  moment.”{10}  A  problem  with  this
mentality is that it demands the distilling of ideas into
immediately  usable  information.  Speaking  of  evangelicals
specifically,  Canadian  scholar  N.  K.  Clifford  states  the
problem bluntly: “The Evangelical Protestant mind has never
relished complexity. Indeed its crusading genius, whether in
religion  or  politics,  has  always  tended  toward  an  over-
simplification of issues and the substitution of inspiration
and zeal for critical analysis and serious reflection. The
limitations  of  such  a  mind-set  were  less  apparent  in  the
relative simplicity of a rural frontier society.” {11} Our
world  is  much  more  complex  today,  and  it  requires  more
focused, deep, and sustained thinking.

Someone might object that evangelicals have done some serious
thinking and writing in some areas of study, and that is



certainly true. Apologetics is one area in which that is the
case. But as Noll says, “In our past we have much more eagerly
leaped to defend the faith than to explore its implications
for the intellectual life.”{12} It is one thing to shore up
one’s own defenses (a worthy project in itself), but quite
another to seek to understand the world for its own sake–or
even for the sake of enlarging our understanding of God. For
those who are out in the secular marketplace and in academia,
are distinctively Christian beliefs informing their work? Or
are they having to leave them at home to make life easier on
the job (or to be able to stay in their positions at all)?

Antitraditionalism

In an article on the era of the Enlightenment, I wrote this:

Enlightenment philosophers taught us to see the world as a
collection of scientific facts, to look forward instead of
back to the wisdom of the past, and to see the individual as
the final authority for what is true. The ideal is the
individual who examines the raw data of experience with no
prior  value  commitments,  with  a  view  to  discovering
something new. Unfortunately, knowledge was pursued at the
expense of wisdom. The past now had little relevance. What
could those who lived in the past tell us that would be
relevant  for  today?  Besides,  people  in  the  past  were
dominated by the church. Such superstition was no longer to
be allowed to rule our lives.{13}

We were now able to look at the facts for ourselves; we had no
need for anyone else to teach us anything. Change was in the
air; what was new was what was important, not what happened in
the  past.  Thus  was  formed  the  characteristic  of
antitraditionalism.

We assume that, since the world is so much different today,
those who’ve gone on before us have little to say to us since
they couldn’t imagine a world like ours. We forget that human



nature hasn’t changed, and that wisdom isn’t bound by time or
by technological advancement. Nor has God changed through time
in  keeping  with  our  advancement!  We  can  learn  from  those
who’ve gone on before us about what the Scriptures mean, what
God is like, how we can best live lives marked by wisdom, and
more.

Evangelism and preaching

What significance did these ideas and attitudes have for the
proclamation of the Gospel?

First,  with  respect  to  evangelism,  the  revivalism  of  the
nineteenth  century  set  the  tone  for  popular  evangelical
thought.  Revivalism  was  a  movement  in  Christianity  that
emphasized the whole-hearted acceptance of the Gospel message
now. It developed in the eighteenth century and came to full
flower in the nineteenth. Revivalism was very populist in
tone;  the  message  of  salvation  was  aimed  at  the  broadest
audience. Preaching was kept simple and “aimed at an emotional
response.”{14} The choice was plain: repent and believe the
Gospel today. Don’t wait until tomorrow. There was no need to
give sustained thought to the matter, no need to look to
others–either  contemporaries  or  those  who  lived  in  the
past–for insight and understanding about the faith. Salvation
was individual and the call to decide was immediate.{15}

As revivalism moved into the South and West, “it became more
primitive,  more  emotional,  more  given  to  ecstatic’
manifestations.”{16}  Preachers  often  adopted  the  anti-
intellectual prejudices of the populace. Adding to the already
populist mentality was the fact that pioneers moved west much
faster  than  institutions  could  follow  (including  schools).
Missionaries “would have been ineffective in converting their
moving  flocks  if  they  had  not  been  able  to  develop  a
vernacular style in preaching, and if they had failed to share
or to simulate in some degree the sensibilities and prejudices
of  their  audiences–anti-authority,  anti-aristocracy,  anti-



Eastern, anti-learning.”{17}

This prejudice against learning began to harden among both
laity  and  clergy.  Hofstadter  explains  the  characteristic
understanding of the relation of faith and learning this way:
“One  begins  with  the  hardly  contestable  proposition  that
religious faith is not, in the main, propagated by logic or
learning. One moves on from this to the idea that it is best
propagated . . . by men who have been [sic] unlearned and
ignorant. It seems to follow from this that the kind of wisdom
and truth possessed by such men is superior to what learned
and cultivated minds have. In fact, learning and cultivation
appear to be handicaps in the propagation of faith.”{18}

A New Way of Knowing Truth
Pietism  and  populism  served  to  foster  a  mentality  of
subjectivism, antitraditionalism, and anti-intellectualism. To
this was added a framework of thought drawing from science and
philosophy which significantly affected the way evangelicals
thought about their faith and the world.

Within the church, there was a need to find a way to prevent
Christian  doctrine  from  becoming  a  purely  individualistic
affair following the separation from the Roman Church. If
there were ways to prove doctrine objectively true, Christians
would have to give assent to it. With respect to society in
general,  now  that  science  was  the  source  of  knowledge,
evangelicals felt the need to show that Christianity could
stand up to rigorous scientific verification so the church
would remain a respected institution. The issue was how we
know truth, and how this understanding was to be applied to
the interpretation of the Bible.

Although romantic tendencies were becoming more visible in
Protestantism  during  this  period,  the  orientation  of
conservatives was primarily in the direction of fact rather
than feeling. In the eighteenth century a new framework of



thought began developing which seemed to answer these needs,
and which has strongly influenced the character of evangelical
Christianity  ever  since.  This  framework  had  two  primary
elements:  Scottish  Common  Sense  philosophy,  and  Baconian
science.

Scottish Common Sense philosophy

Although evangelicals rejected the skeptical aspects of the
Enlightenment,{19} they accepted with open arms one type of
Enlightenment thought known as Scottish Common Sense Realism.
Common Sense philosophers believed that everyone has mental
faculties that produce beliefs which we rely upon in everyday
life, such as the existence of the external world, the reality
of other minds, the reliability of our senses, our abilities
to reason, our memories, etc. These faculties enable everyone
to “grasp the basic realities of nature and morality.”{20}
These beliefs weren’t considered culture-derived or culture-
bound;  they  were  the  shared  experience  of  all  mankind,
including the Bible writers.{21}

Historian  George  Marsden  notes  that  “Common  Sense  had  a
special appeal in America because it purported to be an anti-
philosophy.”{22}  It  pitted  the  common  person  against  the
speculative  philosophers.  Evangelicals  took  to  it  easily
because of its populist appeal, because “it was so intuitive,
so instinctual, so much a part of second nature.”{23} In fact,
this philosophy was so widely embraced in Protestantism that,
as one man said, “by most persons [Protestantism and Common
Sense]  are  considered  as  necessary  parts  of  the  same
system.”{24} “So basic did this reasoning become,” says Noll,
“that  even  self-consciously  orthodox  evangelicals  had  no
qualms about resting the entire edifice of the faith on the
principles of the Scottish Enlightenment.”{25}

Baconian science

The  other  component  of  the  framework  of  thought  was  the



scientific method of Francis Bacon. Bacon advocated a rigorous
empiricism, “an inductive method of discovering truth, founded
upon  empirical  observation,  analysis  of  observed  data,
inference  resulting  in  hypotheses,  and  verification  of
hypotheses through continued observation and experiment.”{26}
The goal was “objective, disinterested, unbiased, and neutral
science.”{27} George Marsden says that Scottish Common Sense
philosophy  provided  a  basis  for  faith  in  this  scientific
method. On the foundation of common sense we can understand
the  laws  of  nature  by  employing  the  Baconian  method  of
examining the evidences and classifying the facts.

Evangelicals began to use this method to interpret Scripture.
The Bible was seen as a collection of facts which could be
understood  by  anyone  of  reasonable  intelligence  just  by
knowing  what  the  words  meant.  Across  the  denominations,
Marsden tells us, “there prevailed a faith in immutable truth
seen clearly by inductive scientific reasoning in Scripture
and nature alike.”{28}

Significance for Evangelicals

What was the significance of all this for evangelicals? “By
and  large,  mid-nineteenth-century  American  theologians  were
champions  of  scientific  reasoning  and  scientific  advance,”
says Marsden. “They had full confidence in the capacities of
the  scientific  method  for  discovering  truth  exactly  and
objectively.”  Conservative  Christians  took  the  scientific
principles used for studying nature and applied them to the
Bible. “To Protestants it seemed evident that the principle
for  knowing  truth  in  one  area  of  God’s  revelation  should
parallel those of another area.” This broad acceptance was
found  across  the  spectrum  of  denominations,  including
Unitarians,  Presbyterians,  Methodists,  and  Baptists  among
others.  Understanding  the  Bible  became  a  matter  of  the
commonsensical study of the facts of Scripture. The important
question  was,  What  do  the  words  mean?  Once  that  was
determined, the Bible could be understood as clearly as could



nature.{29}

Here we must pause, however, and ask an important question.
How was it that Christians who took seriously the negative
effects of sin on the mind, who tended to emphasize human
incapacities and a lack of confidence in human reason, could
put  so  much  confidence  in  a  philosophy  which  depended  so
highly on reason? The answer is that American society outside
the church was repudiating revelation, tradition, and social
hierarchy. Baconian Common Sense thought provided a means of
defending and promoting traditional values without appealing
to such authorities.{30} The desire to make Christianity seem
credible in such an environment made it easy to overlook the
effects of sin on the mind.

Problems with Common Sense Thought
There were problems with Common Sense thought, however. First,
Common Sense was dependent upon a belief in the commonness of
our humanity, which, of course, would extend back to the Bible
writers. Once the original meaning of the text was understood,
the truth was settled. But this created a dilemma, for this
understanding of truth as unchanging clashed with the new air
of  progress  and  change  in  the  mid-nineteenth  century.
Shouldn’t progress in knowledge affect our interpretation of
the Bible, too? {31}

Second,  it  was  supposed  that  philosophy  and  science  were
purely objective disciplines. As one writer notes, however,
“The impediments to the use of this method are preconceptions
and  prejudices.”{32}  Marsden  points  out  that  “science  and
philosophy operate on various premises–often hidden premises.
From a Christian perspective the crucial question is whether
these premises reflect a strictly naturalistic outlook or one
that may be shaped and guided by data derived from biblical
revelation.”{33}

It is now widely understood that the scientific method used to



study both nature and Scripture isn’t neutral; its use doesn’t
lead everyone to the same conclusions. Why? Because we filter
the data through beliefs already held. Regarding the Bible, we
have to understand that it is not simply a book of facts. It
is a body of inspired literature written in cultures quite
different  from  ours.  What  did  the  authors  intend  us  to
understand?  How  are  the  various  genre  of  Scripture  to  be
properly  interpreted?  As  already  suggested,  we  have  to
consider also the preconceptions we bring to the text which
influence and are influenced by our reading of it.

The  adoption  of  Baconian  Common  Sense  philosophy  for  the
interpretation  of  Scripture  began  to  cause  evangelicals
special  problems,  primarily  in  the  area  of  science.  The
“plain,  literal”  reading  of  the  text  of  Genesis  1  and  2
indicated a universe created in six, 24-hour days. It was easy
to think, in a time when Christian beliefs were so prevalent,
that an honest look at the scientific data would confirm this
view.  When  the  data  seemed  to  show  otherwise,  however,
evangelicals had a problem. Should they capitulate and say
Genesis  was  myth?  Should  they  hold  fast  to  their
interpretation  regardless  of  the  findings  of  scientists?
Should they acknowledge a misinterpretation of the text?

The main point here isn’t really the question of the age of
the earth. I’ve used science as an example because it is often
the focus of conflict between evangelicals and society. The
main point is that evangelicals who based their understanding
of  the  world  on  an  uncritical  use  of  a  shaky  method  of
interpretation found themselves at odds with their culture.
Earlier I spoke of biblicism, the idea that we can only have
any  confidence  in  knowledge  obtained  from  Scripture.
Evangelicals  effectively  shut  themselves  off  from  any
correction that might come from “the book of nature,” as it
has been called. They made themselves vulnerable by relying on
a method which apparently failed them. Says George Marsden:

Christian apologists . . . were placing themselves in a



highly vulnerable position by endorsing the Baconian ideal
that the sciences should be completely neutral and freed
from religious review at their starting points. . . . Almost
without warning one wall of their apologetic edifice was
removed  and  within  a  generation  the  place  of  biblical
authority in American intellectual life was in a complete
shambles.{34}

Because of an unwillingness to allow their interpretation of
Scripture to be informed from things learned from nature,
evangelicals became separated from the intellectual life of
the  nation,  and  effectively  removed  an  orthodox  biblical
perspective from learning in general.

Evangelicals and the “Book of Nature”

Because of the place of Scripture in the Protestant tradition,
the “book of nature” typically takes a subordinate role among
evangelicals. Although Scripture should remain supreme as far
as our knowledge goes, some problems arise if we become too
rigid in our thinking.

One  problem  is  our  response  when  presented  with  ideas  we
believe go against Scripture. In our desire to uphold the full
truthfulness of the Bible, we reject any ideas outright which
seem to contradict it. This determination creates tension in a
variety of areas of learning. When people in any field of
endeavor make claims we believe conflict with the Bible, we
reject them. And rightly so . . . if such ideas really do
conflict with Scripture. Is it Scripture they contradict, or
our interpretation of it?

When ideas seem to conflict with the Bible, we need to be sure
our  interpretation  is  correct.  Centuries  ago  Christians
believed the Bible supported the view that the earth was at
the center of the universe.{35} Scientific studies showed that
their interpretation of Scripture was incorrect. This wasn’t a
matter of choosing science over the Bible; it was a matter of



allowing  the  study  of  nature  to  correct  their  wrong
interpretation  of  it.

We hold that the Bible is true in everything it affirms. We
need to keep in mind, however, that the primary purpose of
Scripture is to tell about God and His ways and will. There is
truth the Bible doesn’t tell; not truth of a redemptive sort,
but  truth  about  this  world.  In  the  Bible,  one  will  find
nothing about the cause and cure of cancer. When we prepare
soldiers for duty, we give them more than what one can find in
the Bible. These things are obvious, of course. But what about
the possibility of learning more about God from studying the
things of this earth? Even if we cannot go beyond Scriptural
teaching about the nature of God (for most Protestants still
reject the natural theology of the Roman Catholic Church), can
we get a bigger and clearer picture of the truths of Scripture
from learning about this world? From nature and from the brush
of artists we can understand more fully what beauty is. From
looking at a chart of the genetic structure of a DNA molecule
we stand amazed at the wonder of the natural order. From the
study  of  mankind  in  anthropology  we  see  more  clearly  how
people  exhibit  the  knowledge  of  the  law  “written  on  our
hearts,” and how because of sin people come to worship the
creature rather than the Creator.

Another problem for the life of the mind with respect to the
world is the view that the world really isn’t very important.
It’s all going to burn up one day anyway, isn’t it? This
attitude overlooks some important facts. Scripture tells us
that God created the natural order; Jesus accomplished His
work of redemption within the natural order; and one day the
natural order itself will be restored (cf. Gen. 1:1; Rom.
8:21; and 2 Pet. 3:13). It is God’s handiwork, and it is
wonderful  in  spite  of  its  fallenness  just  for  what  it
contains. It also is the setting within which we work out our
salvation every day, and it is where we seek to reach people
for Christ. The fact that the world is fallen doesn’t mean



there is little value in knowing it.

Secular Influences
Evangelicals not only have been influenced by the history of
thought in the church over the last couple of centuries, but
we’re  also  influenced  by  secular  thought.{36}  Major
secularizing social forces of the modern era such as social
pluralization  and  the  practical  demands  of  industry
significantly  altered  the  way  we  think.  With  the  rise  of
industry, America developed into a mobile, uprooted society,
where  production  (and  therefore  efficiency)  was  of  utmost
importance. God became less relevant; to many, belief in God
was a hindrance. What counted was what worked. A result of
this was the privatization of belief. We either lost the nerve
or simply lost interest in letting our beliefs significantly
influence our daily lives.

I will forego discussion of these matters, however,{37} and
briefly mention two significant philosophical influences of
the twentieth century, pragmatism and existentialism.

Pragmatism

I’ve spoken already about the orientation of evangelicalism
toward the practical. That attitude, so prevalent among most
Americans, developed as a school of philosophy in the late
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries called pragmatism, a
philosophy which exerted great influence through our schools.

Pragmatism is concerned with how an idea works out in real
life. Knowing the practical consequences of an idea tells us
what the concept really means. And verifying it in concrete
ways shows its truth. Pragmatism is concerned with the “cash
value” of an idea.{38}

Pragmatism is seen in the evangelical church when Christians
see the practical application of a doctrine as the measure of
its importance, and when we look with scorn on intellectualism



because it’s practical usefulness isn’t readily apparent.

Existentialism

Another secular influence on evangelicals is the philosophy of
existentialism.{39} The search for truth was turned inward in
the Romantic era, and, as we noted previously, subjectivism
was one of the negative results of Pietism. This subjectivity
is a core belief of existentialism.

The existentialist chooses for himself what his values will be
and hence what he will be. “Man is nothing else but that which
he makes of himself,” said Jean-Paul Sartre. “That is the
first principle of existentialism.”{40} Values are not imposed
from the outside; they are chosen by the individual. To live
by others’ values is to live in bad faith.

The influence of existentialism is seen among evangelicals
when we become the final authority for our values, when we
insist that we are responsible for what we are to become, or
when we make our own experiences determine the meaning of
Scripture.  The  individual’s  experience  overrides  scriptural
understanding and becomes authoritative over the teaching of
the church past and present.

Reviving the Evangelical Mind
For  all  its  good  qualities,  evangelicalism  since  the
eighteenth  century  in  America  has  not  made  notable
contributions to the world of learning. Distinctly evangelical
thinking plays little if any role in the intellectual life of
our  nation,  and  our  knowledge  of  our  own  faith  sometimes
suffers from incorrect thinking about how to know what is true
and what the Bible means.

The  experiential  subjectivism  characteristic  of  extreme
Pietism and of secular philosophies such as existentialism
separates the individual from the accumulated knowledge and
wisdom of the church through the ages. It is foolish to set



all that aside in favor of what each individual feels or can
figure out himself. “I feel that such-and-such” is how we
often  begin  stating  our  understanding  of  a  passage  of
Scripture  or  of  a  doctrine.  When  pressed  for  reasons  for
holding that belief, Christians will often just say, “Well,
that’s just what I feel it means.” This kind of subjectivism
makes the individual his own final authority for truth. The
resulting individualism{41} leads to a fragmentation of the
church which limits it in presenting a united front in its
interaction with the secular world.

Regarding the pragmatic attitude so prevalent in the church, a
constant  emphasis  on  workability  inclines  us  away  from
consideration of deeper matters of the faith which can result
in a grade-school level faith. Two problems come to mind.
First, a pragmatic approach will never move us into a deep
understanding of God. Frankly, there are things about God and
His ways that may seem to have no direct practical bearing on
us whatsoever. Imagine if my wife begins to tell me some story
about her past, something that seems rather inconsequential,
and  I  say,  “I’m  sorry,  but  I  don’t  see  the  practical
significance of that for me or for us. Let’s stick to telling
those things about ourselves that have practical application.”
That’s no way to build a relationship! Someone might respond
that with a little digging I might very well find a practical
significance. Maybe I will, and maybe I won’t. Even if I do,
the effort will take me further than one will typically go who
has a pragmatic attitude. Pragmatism doesn’t incline one to
search for meaning; mere instrumentality is usually all that
is desired.

Second (building upon the first point), the issues of life are
too complex for an elementary understanding of God and His
ways and of this world. Hebrews 5:12 and 6:1 advise us to move
on from the elementary things. This, of course, refers to
biblical/theological truth. With a deeper understanding of God
we can gain a better perspective on the world in which we



live, and develop a greater wisdom to know how to live in it.
But we also have to understand our world well in order to be
able to apply God’s wisdom to it. For example, there should be
expert  Christian  economists.  Such  people  would  understand
God’s view of the value of human life and productivity; they
would have wisdom gained from reflection on biblical truths
about such things as caring for each other, about personal
responsibility,  about  national  responsibilities,  for  that
matter. They also would understand the way societies work and
the social and political ramifications of particular ways of
handing money. Clearly, workability is important here, but so
are  bigger  issues  such  as  the  meaning  of  work,  the
responsibility of one person for another, and the care of the
resources God has made available for us to make a living. A
deep  knowledge  of  God  and  of  the  world  He  created  are
necessary  to  do  this.

Evangelicals can and should make significant contributions to
the life of the mind in America. How can we expect to be taken
seriously  if  the  faith  we  confess  is  seen  as  “privately
engaging, but publicly irrelevant”? Recall what Noll said:
“The links between deep Christian life, long-lasting Christian
influence,  and  dedicated  Christian  thought  characterize
virtually  all  of  the  high  moments  in  the  history  of  the
church.” Some Christians would insist that evangelism is our
most important work. But even upon that view, why should we
expect anyone to take the message we preach seriously if we
come across as backwards in our thinking? Our emphasis on the
practical,  and  our  aversion  to  intellectual  pursuits  will
continue to stunt our influence in academia and in society in
general.

It’s  possible  to  be  both  “too  earthly  minded  to  be  any
heavenly good,” and “too heavenly minded to be any earthly
good.” We need to be tuned in to both. In my emphasis on
understanding our world, and on being aware that knowledge
gained  from  this  world  can  in  some  instances  correct  our



interpretation of Scripture, I’m not advocating a capitulation
to the deliverances of intellectuals in any given field even
if they contradict Scripture. I’m advocating a responsible use
of the minds we’ve been given. We can engage the life of the
mind, or we can continue to sink into obscurity. The first
option is the more God-honoring one.
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The  Doctrine  of  Revelation:
How  God  Reveals  His  Nature
and His Will
Rick Wade considers how God reveals his nature and his will to
mankind.  He finds that God clearly speaks to us through His
creation  and  through  His  thoughts  communicated  in  special
revelation (includes His spoken word, His written word, and
His Son).

Revelation and the God Who Speaks
Some years ago the pastor of the church I attended was on a
nationally syndicated radio program with another pastor of a
more  liberal  bent.  They  were  discussing  differences  of
understanding about Christianity, one of which was the nature
of  the  Bible.  My  pastor  asserted  that  Scripture  is  the
inspired, revealed Word of God. The other pastor disagreed,
saying  that  the  Bible  is  a  collection  of  the  religious
reflections of a particular group of people. Since it was a
call-in  program,  I  phoned  at  that  point  and  asked  the
question, “If the Bible is just the religious ideas of a group
of people and isn’t from God, how can we know whether what we
think is true Christianity is what God thinks it is?” The
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pastor said something about how we have other ways of knowing
truth, and the program ended. Not a very satisfying answer.

The issue being dealt with was the nature of Scripture. Is it
the religious reflection of sincere people expressing truth
about God the best they can? Or is it the revealed word of
God?

In another article I dealt with the matter of the inspiration
of Scripture. In this article I want to look at the doctrine
of revelation. Not the book, Revelation, at the end of the New
Testament, but the doctrine of revelation.

 

Revelation: What makes the Bible more than just religious
writings

What is revelation? New Testament scholar Leon Morris quotes
The Shorter Oxford English Dictionary. Revelation, it says, is
“‘The  disclosure  of  knowledge  to  man  by  a  divine  or
supernatural agency’, and secondly, ‘Something disclosed or
made known by divine or supernatural means.'” Says Morris:

Theologians  might  hesitate  over  this  concentration  on
knowledge, for some of them would certainly prefer to define
revelation in terms of the disclosure of a person. But the
point  on  which  we  fasten  our  attention  is  the  word
‘disclosure’. Revelation is not concerned with knowledge we
once had but have forgotten for the time being. Nor does it
refer to the kind of knowledge that we might attain by
diligent research. It is knowledge that comes to us from
outside ourselves and beyond our own ability to discover.{1}

Thus, revelation is knowledge we can have no other way than by
being told.

Here one might ask the question, Does it make sense to think
God might reveal Himself? What we see in Scripture is a God
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Who speaks. God walked and talked with Adam in the “cool of
the day” (Gen. 2:8ff). Later, He spoke to Abraham and then to
the prophets of Israel. In the Incarnation of Christ He spoke
directly, as man to man, face to face. Along the way He
inspired His prophets and apostles to write His words to man.

This makes perfect sense. First, we know things in keeping
with their nature. So, for example, we know the color of
something by looking at it. We know distances by measuring. We
know love by the good it produces. Along the same lines, we
know persons by what they reveal about themselves. God is a
Person, and there are things we can only know about Him if He
tells us Himself. Second, God is transcendent, high above us.
We cannot know Him unless He condescends to speak to us.
Third, since God created rational, communicative beings, the
idea that He would communicate with them in a rational way is
not unreasonable.

Today, people look here and there for answers to the big
questions of life–some consciously looking for God, some just
looking for any truth on which they can depend. The doctrine
of revelation teaches us that rather than wait for us to find
God, God has found us. And He has revealed Himself to us in
words we can understand.

General Revelation
Revelation comes to us in two basic forms: general or natural
revelation, and special revelation. Let’s look at the first of
these.

Through what has been made

General revelation is God’s Word given through the created
order.  Everyone  is  exposed  to  general  revelation  just  by
virtue of living in and being part of creation. In Psalm 19 we
read,  “The  heavens  declare  the  glory  of  God;  the  skies
proclaim the work of his hands. Day after day they pour forth



speech; night after night they display knowledge. There is no
speech or language where their voice is not heard. Their voice
goes out into all the earth, their words to the ends of the
world” (vv. 1–4). This idea is reiterated in Romans 1 where
Paul  writes,  “For  since  the  creation  of  the  world  God’s
invisible qualities–his eternal power and divine nature– have
been clearly seen, being understood from what has been made,
so that men are without excuse” (v. 20). Says Leon Morris, “A
reverent contemplation of the physical universe with its order
and design and beauty tells us not only that God is but also
that God is a certain kind of God.”{2}

If God can be known through creation in general, then it’s
reasonable to think He can be known through man himself in
particular as part of the created order. God has left His
imprint on those made in His image. Theologian Bruce Demarest
follows  John  Calvin  in  his  belief  that  we  all  have  an
immediate knowledge of God based on our being made in His
image  and  on  common  grace.{3}  Our  own  characteristics  of
personality, rationality and morality say something about God.

What can be known through general revelation

What do we know about God through general revelation? Demarest
says that through nature we know that God is uncreated (Acts
17:24), the Creator (Acts 14:15), the Sustainer (Acts 14:16;
17:25), the universal Lord (Acts 17:24), self-sufficient (Acts
17:25), transcendent (Acts 17:24), immanent (Acts 17:26–27),
eternal (Ps. 93:2), great (Ps. 8:3–4), majestic (Ps. 29:4),
powerful (Ps. 29:4; Rom. 1:20), wise (Ps. 104:24), good (Acts
14:17), and righteous (Rom. 1:32); He has a sovereign will
(Acts 17:26), has standards of right and wrong (Rom. 2:15),
and should be worshiped (Acts 14:15;17:23).{4} Furthermore, we
all have some knowledge of God’s morality through nature (Rom.
2:15).

Other religions



It is because of general revelation that other religions often
contain some truth about God. Remember that Paul said everyone
knows God exists through what He has made, but that this
knowledge  is  suppressed  by  our  unrighteousness.  They
“exchanged  the  truth  of  God  for  a  lie,”  he  said,  “and
worshiped and served created things rather than the Creator”
(Rom. 1: 25). Nonetheless, snippets of truth can be detected
in  non-Christian  religions.  “For  example,”  writes  Bruce
Demarest, “the Yoruba people of Nigeria have a name for God,
‘Osanobwa,’  that  means  ‘he  who  blesses  and  sustains  the
world.’ The Taro people, also of Nigeria, after a time of
barrenness often call a baby girl ‘Nyambien,’ meaning ‘God is
good.’ The Ibo people of Nigeria denote God as ‘Eze-elu,’ or
‘the King above.’ And the Mende people of Liberia designate
God as the Chief, the King of all Kings.{5} The Gogo people of
West Africa believe that Mulungu governs ‘the destiny of man
sending  rain  and  storm,  well-being  and  famine,  health  or
disease, peace or war. He is the Healer.’{6} The Yoruba people
say that in the afterlife the person-soul, the Oli, will give
account of itself before Olodumare the supreme God. Since, as
anthropologists testify, these convictions appear to have been
arrived at apart from Christian or Muslim teaching, they must
derive  from  God’s  universal  general  revelation  in  nature,
providence, and the implanted moral law.”{7}

What can’t be known

If all this can be known through nature, is there anything
that can’t? Yes there is. Although through nature we can know
some things about God, we cannot know how to get to know God
personally, how to find redemption and reconciliation. This is
why there had to be special revelation.

Special Revelation
As I have noted, God has revealed Himself through nature, but
through nature we cannot know how to be reconciled to God. God
had to speak in a special way to tell us how we may be



redeemed. “Special revelation is redemptive revelation,” says
Carl Henry. “It publishes the good tidings that the holy and
merciful God promises salvation as a divine gift to man who
cannot save himself (OT) and that he has now fulfilled that
promise in the gift of his Son in whom all men are called to
believe (NT). The gospel is news that the incarnate Logos has
borne the sins of doomed men, has died in their stead, and has
risen for their justification. This is the fixed center of
special redemptive revelation.”{8}

Personal

What is the nature of special revelation? First we should note
that it is the communication of one Person to other persons.
It  isn’t  simply  a  series  of  propositions  setting  forth  a
theological system. This is why special revelation finds its
culmination in Jesus, for in Him we are confronted with the
Person of God. We’ll talk more about this later.

Verbal and Propositional

It has been the understanding of the church historically that
God has spoken verbally to His creatures. Words have been
exchanged;  rational  ideas  have  been  put  forward  in
understandable  sentences.  Not  all  revelation  is  easy  to
understand,  of  course.  Meaning  is  sometimes  shrouded  in
mystery. But important truths are made clear.

That God would reveal Himself through verbal revelation isn’t
surprising. First, He is a Person, and persons communicate
with  other  persons  with  a  desire  to  extend  and  receive
information. Second, His clear desire is to make friends with
us. He wants to restore us to a proper relationship with Him.
It’s hard to imagine a friendship between two people who don’t
communicate clearly with one another.

Implicit in this understanding of revelation is the belief
that it contains propositional truths; that is, statements
that are informative and have truth value.



This isn’t to say the Bible is only propositions. Douglas
Groothuis notes that it also contains questions, imperatives,
requests, and exclamations. However, in the words of Carl
Henry:  “Regardless  of  the  parables,  allegories,  emotive
phrases  and  rhetorical  questions  used  by  these  [biblical]
writers, their literary devices have a logical point which can
be  propositionally  formulated  and  is  objectively  true  or
false.”{9}  So  when  Jeremiah  says  that  God  “has  made  the
heavens  and  the  earth  by  your  great  power  and  by  your
outstretched arm!” (32:17), we know that the image of God’s
“arm” speaks of His power active in His creation. The truth
“God acts with power in His creation” is behind the imagery.

Modern ideas

In recent centuries, however, as confidence in man’s reason
overshadowed confidence in God’s ability to communicate, the
understanding of revelation has undergone change. Some hold
that  revelation  is  to  be  understood  in  terms  of  personal
encounter, of God encountering people so as to leave them with
a “liberating assurance. . . .This assurance — ‘openness to
the future’, Bultmann called it — was equated with faith.”{10}
Such an encounter can come as a result of reading Scripture,
but Scripture itself isn’t the verbal revelation of God. Even
in evangelical churches where the Bible is preached as God’s
Word  written,  people  sometimes  put  more  faith  in  their
“relationship” with God than in what God has said. “Don’t
worry me with doctrine,” is the attitude. “I just want to have
a relationship with Jesus.” It’s fine to have a relationship
with Jesus. But try to imagine a relationship between two
people here on earth in which no information is exchanged.

Those who hold this view draw a line between the personal and
the propositional as if they cannot mix. In his evaluation,
J.I. Packer says that this is an absurd idea.

“Revelation is certainly more than the giving of theological
information, but it is not and cannot be less. Personal



friendship  between  God  and  man  grows  just  as  human
friendships do — namely, through talking; and talking means
making informative statements, and informative statements are
propositions.  .  .  .  To  say  that  revelation  is  non-
propositional is actually to depersonalize it. . . . To
maintain that we may know God without God actually speaking
to us in words is really to deny that God is personal, or at
any  rate  that  knowing  Him  is  a  truly  personal
relationship.”{11}

Another idea about the Bible in particular which has become
commonplace  in  liberal  theology  is  that  the  Bible  is  the
product  of  the  inspired  ideas  of  men  (a  “quickening  of
conscience”{12}) rather than truths inspired by God. If this
were the case, however, one might expect the Bible to give
hints that it is just the religious reflections of men. But
the witness of Scripture throughout is that it is the message
of God from God. Here we don’t see men simply reflecting on
life and the world and drawing conclusions about God. Rather,
we’re  confronted  by  a  God  who  steps  into  people’s  lives,
speaking words of instruction or promise or condemnation.

Modes of Special Revelation
Special revelation has taken different forms: the spoken Word,
the written Word, and the Word made flesh.

Spoken Word

In the Garden of Eden, God spoke to Adam directly. (Gen.
3:8ff) He spoke to Abraham (e.g. Gen. 12:1–3), to Moses (Ex.
3:4ff), and to many prophets of the nation of Israel following
that. Amos said that God did nothing “without revealing his
plan to his servants the prophets. . . . The Lord has spoken,”
he  said.  “Who  can  but  prophesy?”  (3:7–8)  Prophets  were
primarily forth-tellers, relaying God’s Word to those for whom
it was intended.{13}



Written word

God  also  had  His  prophets  write  down  what  He  said.  The
writings of Moses were kept in the Tabernacle (Dt. 31:24–26),
read in the hearing of the Israelites (Dt. 31:11), and kept as
references by future kings of Israel (Dt. 17:18ff). They are
quoted throughout the OT (Josh. 1:7; 1 Kings 2:3; Mal.4:4).
Joshua put his teachings of God’s ordinances with “the book of
the law of God” (Josh. 24:26), and Samuel did the same (1 Sam.
10:25).  The  writer  of  Chronicles  spoke  of  those  earlier
writings (1 Chron. 29:29), and later, Daniel referred to these
books  (Dan.  9:2,6,11).  Solomon’s  proverbs  and  songs  are
mentioned in 1 Kings 4:32. The writing of the New Testament
took a much shorter time than the Old Testament, so we don’t
see generations down the line referring back to the writings
of their fathers. But we do see Peter speaking of the writings
of Paul (2 Pe. 3:15–16), and Paul referring (it appears) to
Luke’s writings in 1 Tim. 5:18.

Word made flesh

So God has spoken, and His words have been written down. The
third mode is the Word made flesh. The writer of Hebrews says
that, “In the past God spoke to our forefathers through the
prophets at many times and in various ways, but in these last
days he has spoken to us by his Son . . . .” (1:1-2a) All
God’s  will  wasn’t  given  at  once;  it  came  in  portions  at
various  times.  J.I.  Packer  says,  “Then,  in  New  Testament
times, just as all roads were said to lead to Rome, so all the
diverse  and  seemingly  divergent  strands  of  Old  Testament
revelation were found to lead to Jesus Christ.”{14}

Jesus has been the mediator of revelation since the beginning.
“No one knows the Son except the Father, and no one knows the
Father except the Son and those to whom the Son chooses to
reveal him. (Matt. 11:27) Peter says it was the Spirit of
Christ who spoke through the Old Testament prophets. (1 Pe.
1:11) But these were God’s words given through men. In the



Incarnation we received the fullest expression of His word
directly. Jesus was and is the Word made flesh. (John 1:1,14)

Jesus is the supreme revelation because He is one with the
Father: He is God speaking. He spoke the words the Father
taught Him. (John 12:49; 14:10), and He summed up his ministry
with the phrase “I have given them your word.” (John 17:14)
Abraham Kuyper summed it up beautifully: “Christ does not
argue, he declares; he does not demonstrate, he shows and
illustrates;  he  does  not  analyze,  but  with  enrapturing
symbolism unveils the truth.”{15}

But Jesus doesn’t reveal God just in His words but also in His
person — in His character and the way He lived. Says the late
Bernard  Ramm:  “The  attitudes,  action,  and  dispositions  of
Christ so mirrored the divine nature that to have seen such in
Christ is to have seen the reflection of the divine nature.”
He continues:

Christ’s attitudes mirror the Father’s attitudes; Christ’s
affections  mirror  the  Father’s  affections;  Christ’s  love
mirrors the Father’s love. Christ’s impatience with unbelief
is the divine impatience with unbelief. Christ’s wrath upon
hypocrisy is the divine wrath upon hypocrisy. Christ’s tears
over  Jerusalem  is  the  divine  compassion  over  Jerusalem.
Christ’s judgment upon Jerusalem or upon the Pharisees is the
divine judgment upon such hardness of heart and spiritual
wickedness.{16}

As the Son spoke the Word of the Father so clearly because He
knows perfectly the mind of the Father, so He also reflected
the character of the Father being of the same nature.

In Christ, also, we see revelation as event. He carried out
the  will  of  the  Father,  thus  revealing  things  about  the
Father. The cross not only accomplished our redemption; it
also demonstrated the love of God. Jesus revealed God’s glory
in changing the water to wine in Cana (John 2:11) and in His



resurrection (Rom. 6:4).

The total redeeming work of Christ, therefore, revealed the
Father in word, in character, and in deed.

Modern Hurdles
There  are  a  couple  of  ways  modern  thought  has  served  to
undermine  our  confidence  in  the  Bible  as  the  written
revelation of God. One way has to do with the knowability of
historical events; another with the final authority for truth.

First,  the  matter  of  history  and  knowledge.  In  the
Enlightenment era, philosophers such as Ren Descartes taught
that only those ideas that could be held without doubt could
count as knowledge. This created a problem for Scripture, for
its major doctrines were revealed through historical events,
and  the  knowledge  of  history  is  open  to  doubt  logically
speaking.  History  is  constantly  changing.  Because  of  such
change, the different contexts of those living long ago and of
the historian negatively affects the historian’s ability to
truly comprehend the past. At best, historical knowledge can
only be probable. Religious ideas, on the other hand, seemed
to be eternal; they are fixed and unchanging. It was believed
that they could be known through reason better than through
historical accounts. The classic statement of this position
was made by the eighteenth century German, Gotthold Lessing,
when he said, “The accidental truths of history can never
become  the  proof  of  necessary  truths  of  reason.”{17}
(“Accidental”  means  just  the  opposite  of  necessary;  such
things didn’t logically have to happen as they did.)

Thus, biblical teachings were put on the side of probability,
of opinion, rather than on the side of knowledge. Since it was
thought that religious truths ought to be on the side of
logical  certainty  and  knowledge,  people  began  to  wonder
whether the Bible could truly be the revelation of God.



The  fact  is,  however,  that  we  can  know  truth  through
historical texts; we find it there all the time. I know I was
born in December of 1955 and that George Washington was our
first president — even though these truths aren’t what we call
logically  necessary,  such  as  with  mathematical  equations.
Although  historical  knowledge  as  such  doesn’t  give  the
rational  certainty  our  Enlightenment  forebears  might  have
wanted,  it  doesn’t  have  to  in  order  to  be  counted  as
knowledge.{18}  Knowledge  doesn’t  have  to  be  logically
necessary in order to be trustworthy.{19} There is no reason
God cannot make Himself known through the lives of people and
nations, or that the historical records of that revelation
cannot convey objective truth to subsequent generations.

Nonetheless,  confidence  in  Scripture  was  weakened.  Wherein
shall our confidence lie, then, with respect to religious
matters? If we can’t know truth through historical accounts,
but must rely on our own reason, our reason becomes supreme
over Scripture. The authority for truth lies within us, not in
the Bible.

This subjectivity is the second outgrowth of the Enlightenment
that affects our understanding of revelation and the Bible.
Now it is I who have final authority for what is true. For
some people it is our reason that is supreme. The philosopher,
Immanuel Kant, taught that God speaks through our reason, and
our worship of Him consists in our proper moral behavior. For
others  it  is  our  feelings  that  are  supreme.  Friedrich
Schleiermacher, for example, put the emphasis on our feelings
of  dependence  and  of  oneness  with  God.  For  him,  to  make
Scripture authoritative was to elevate reason above faith, and
that was unacceptable. Thus, one camp elevated reason and said
that historical accounts (such as those in Scripture) cannot
provide  the  certainty  we  require,  while  the  other  camp
elevated feeling and rejected final confidence in Scripture as
too much in keeping with reason. Both ways the Bible lost out.

The  turn  inward  was  accentuated  by  the  philosophy  of



existentialism. This philosophy had an influence on Christian
theology.  Theologian  Rudolph  Bultmann  was  “the  outstanding
exponent of the amalgamation of theology and existentialism,”
according to Philip Edgecumbe Hughes. The Bible was stripped
of the supernatural, leaving little at all to go by with
respect to the person of Jesus. But this didn’t matter since
Bultmann’s  existentialism  turned  the  focus  inward  on  our
individual experience of the encounter with God.

The influence of this shift is still felt today. For too many
of us, our confidence rests in our own understanding of things
with little regard for establishing a theological foundation
by which to measure our experience. On the one hand we get
confused by disagreements over doctrines, and on the other our
society is telling us to find truth within ourselves. How
often do we find Christians making their bottom line in any
disagreement over Christian teaching or activity, “I just feel
this is true (or right)”? Now, it’s true we can focus so much
on the propositional, doctrinal content of Christianity that
it becomes lifeless. It does indeed engage us on the level of
personal experience. But as one scholar notes, “What is at
stake is the actual truth of the biblical witness; not in the
first place its truth for me . . . but its truth as coming
from God. . . . The objective character of Scripture as truth
given  by  God  comes  before  and  validates  my  subjective
experience of its truth.”{20} If we make our individual selves
and our experiences normative for our faith, Christianity will
have as many different faces as there are Christians! Our
personal predilections and interests will become the substance
of our faith. Any unity among us will be unity of experience
rather than unity of the faith.

In response to the subjective turn of thinking, we hold that
reason is insufficient as the source of knowledge of God. We
could not know of such doctrines as the Incarnation and the
Trinity unless God told us. Likewise, making feelings the
final authority is death for theology, for there is no way to



judge  between  personal  experiences  unless  there  is  an
objective  authority.  We  have  the  needed  authority  in  the
revealed Word of God. Because we can know objective truth
about God, we needn’t look within ourselves to discover truth.

One final point. God has revealed Himself for a reason, that
we might know Him and His desires and ways. We can have
confidence that the Holy Spirit, Who inspired the writing of
Scripture,  has  also  been  able  to  preserve  it  through  the
centuries so as to provide us with the same truth He provided
those in ancient times.

God has spoken, through general revelation and special. We can
know Him and His truth.
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One Minute After Death (radio
transcript)

The Other Side of Life
Do you believe in life after death?{1}

Picture the operating room of a large hospital. A man is
dying. As the doctors frantically try to save him, here is
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what he perceives and thinks:

“I am dying. I hear the doctor pronounce me dead. As I lie on
the operating table, a loud, harsh buzzing reverberates in my
head. At the same time, I sense myself moving very rapidly
through a long, dark tunnel. Suddenly, I find myself outside
of my own physical body. Like a spectator, I watch the
doctor’s desperate attempts to revive my corpse.

“Soon I encounter a ‘being’ of light, a loving, warm spirit
who shows me an instant replay of my life and helps me
evaluate my past deeds.

“Eventually, I learn I must return to my body. I resist, for
my afterlife experience has been quite pleasant. Somehow,
though, I am reunited with my physical body and live.”{2}

This composite account of a near-death experience or “NDE” is
adapted from the best selling book, Life After Life, by Dr.
Raymond Moody, who brought these experiences to wide public
awareness. Often the episodes involve out-of-body experiences
or “OBEs.”

While writing a book on this subject, I interviewed people
with  some  fascinating  stories.  A  Kansas  woman  developed
complications after major surgery. She sensed herself rising
out of her body, soaring through space, and hearing heavenly
voices before returning to her body. An Arizona man in a coma
for five months after a motorcycle accident said he saw his
deceased father, who spoke to him.

Actress Sharon Stone has described her own close call with
death. She was hospitalized with bleeding from an artery at
her skull’s base. “I feel that I did die,” she relates. She
tells of “a giant vortex of white light” and says “I kind of
poof sort of took off… into this glorious bright…white light.
I started to see and be met by some of my friends. people who
were very dear to me. It was very, very fast, and suddenly I



was back. I was in my body and I was in the room.” Stone says
the experience affected her “profoundly” and that she “will
never be the same.”{3}

What  do  these  near-death  experiences  mean?  How  should  we
interpret them? This article offers a biblical perspective.

Interpreting Near-Death Experiences
What are some possible explanations for the NDEs? Hundreds of
people claim that they have died and lived to tell about it.
Are  their  near-death  and  out-of-body  experiences  genuine
previews of the afterlife? Hallucinations caused by traumatic
events? Or something else?

Some patients have been pronounced clinically dead and later
are resuscitated. Others have had close calls with death, but
were  never  really  thought  dead  (such  as  survivors  of
automobile accidents). Still others did die permanently but
described what they saw before they expired.

Determination of the point of death is a hotly debated issue.
In the past, doctors relied merely on the ceasing of the
heartbeat and respiration. More recently they have used the
EEG or brainwave test. Whatever one considers the point of
death, most would agree that these folks have come much closer
to it than the majority of people living today.

A  number  of  possible  explanations  for  the  OBEs  have  been
offered. Different ones may apply in different situations.

The  physiological  explanations  suggest  that  a  “physical”
condition may have caused some of the out-of-body experiences.
For instance, cerebral anoxia (a shortage of oxygen in the
brain) occurs when the heart stops. The brain can survive for
a short while (usually only a few minutes) without receiving
oxygen from the blood. Anoxia can produce abnormal mental
states.{4} Patients who recover from heart failure and report



OBEs may be merely reporting details of an “altered state of
consciousness,” some say.{5}

Electronic  brain  stimulation  can  produce  out-of-body
sensations.  Researchers  at  the  Universities  of  Geneva  and
Lausanne in Switzerland placed electrodes in the brain of a
woman suffering from epilepsy. As they stimulated her brain’s
right angular gyrus, she reported sensing she was floating
about six feet above her body.{6}

The pharmacological explanations say that drugs or anesthetics
may induce some of the near-death experiences. Some primitive
societies  use  drugs  to  induce  OBEs  in  their  religious
ceremonies.{7} LSD and marijuana sometimes generate similar
sensations.{8}  Even  many  medically  accepted  drugs  have
produced mental states akin to those reported by the dying.
Ketamine  is  an  anesthetic  that  is  administered
intravenously{9} and produces hallucinatory reactions.{10}

Psychological and Spiritual Explanations
How should we interpret near-death experiences? What do they
mean?  So  far  this  we  have  examined  physiological  and
pharmacological explanations, that is, causes involving the
body or drugs. Consider two other categories: psychological
and  spiritual  explanations.  The  psychological  explanations
suggest that the individual’s mind may generate the unusual
mental experience. Sigmund Freud, writing about the difficulty
of coping with the thought of death, said it would be more
comfortable in our minds to picture ourselves as detached
observers.{11} Some modern psychiatrists theorize that the OBE
is merely a defense mechanism against the anxiety of death.
That  is,  since  the  thought  of  one’s  own  death  is  so
frightening, the patient’s mind invents the OBE to make it
seem as if only the body is dying while the soul or spirit
lives on.



Other psychologists wonder if the patient may be confusing his
or her interpretation of the experience with what actually
happened.{12} The conscious mind needs an explanation for an
unusual vision; therefore, it interprets the event in familiar
terms. Thus, say these psychologists, resuscitated patients
report  conversations  with  deceased  relatives  or  religious
figures common to their culture.

The  spiritual  explanations  view  many  of  the  OBEs  as  real
manifestations of the spiritual.

Many  have  noted  that  earlier  reports  of  NDEs  seemed  to
contradict  some  traditional  Christian  beliefs  about  the
afterlife. All of the patients Christian and non-Christian
reported feelings of bliss and ecstasy with no mention of
unpleasantness, hell, or judgment.

However, further research uncovered negative experiences. For
instance, Raymond Moody wrote of one woman who was supposedly
“dead” for 15 minutes and said she saw spirits who appeared
“bewildered.”  “They  seemed  to  shuffle,”  she  reported,  “as
someone would on a chain gang not knowing where they were
going. they all had the most woebegone expressions. It was
quite depressing.”{13}

Dr. Moody observed, “Nothing I have encountered precludes the
possibility of a hell.”{14}

Some have felt that OBEs are inconsistent with the biblical
concept of a final judgment at the world’s end. No one reports
standing before God and being judged for eternity. Dr. Moody
responds that “the end of the world has not yet taken place,”
so there is no inconsistency. “There may well be a final
judgment,” he says. “Near-death experiences in no way imply
the contrary.”{15}

So, is there a life after death?



Is There Life After Death?
The spring of my sophomore year in college, the student living
in the room next to me was struck and killed by lightning. For
some time after Mike’s death, our fraternity was in a state of
shock. My friends were asking questions like, “Is there a life
after death?” and “How can we experience it?”

Is it possible to know whether there is an afterlife? What
method would you use to find out?

Some suggest using the experimental method of science and
applying  it  to  the  near-death  experiences.  However,  these
events  normally  are  not  controlled,  clinical  situations.
They’re  medical  emergencies.  Even  if  scientists  could
establish controls, we have no mind-reading machines to verify
mental/spiritual  experiences.  And  think  about  recruiting
subjects. Would you volunteer to undergo clinical death for
research purposes?

Some suggest relying on personal experience to answer the
question. But the experiential method has its drawbacks, too.
NDEs can provide useful information, but the mind can trick
us.  Dreams,  fantasies,  hallucinations,  drug  trips,
drunkenness, states of shock all can evoke mental images that
seem real but aren’t.

What if we could find a spiritual authority, someone with
trustworthy credentials, to tell us the truth about afterlife
issues?

Following Mike’s death, I encouraged my friends to consider
Jesus of Nazareth as a trustworthy spiritual authority. As
somewhat of a skeptic myself, I’d found the resurrection of
Christ to be one of the best-attested facts of history.{16} If
Jesus died and came back from the dead, He could accurately
tell us what death and the afterlife are like. The fact that
He successfully predicted His own resurrection{17} helps us



believe that He will tell us the truth about the afterlife.

Jesus and His early followers indicated that the afterlife
would be personal, that human personalities would continue to
exist.{18} Eternal life would be relational, involving warm,
personal  relationships  with  God  and  with  each  other.{19}
Eternal life would be enjoyable, defying our description and
exceeding our imagination. “No mind has conceived what God has
prepared  for  those  who  love  him,”  wrote  one  early
believer.{20} And eternal life would be eternal. It would
never end. “God has given us eternal life,” wrote one of
Jesus’ closest friends, “and this life is in His Son.”{21}

The sad thing is that some people don’t want to take advantage
of eternal life.

How to Be Sure You’ll Live Forever
Maurice Rawlings, M.D., a cardiologist, tells of a patient who
had  a  cardiac  arrest  in  Dr.  Rawlings’  office.  During  the
attempted resuscitation, the patient screamed, “I am in hell!”
“Don’t stop!” he begged in terror. “Each time you quit I go
back to hell!”{22}

The biblical hell, or Hades, is the current home of those who
do not accept God’s forgiveness. The final abode of those who
refuse forgiveness is called the “lake of fire.”{23}

Not a pleasant subject. But remember, God loves you and wants
you to spend eternity with Him.{24} He sent Jesus, His Son, to
die and pay the penalty for our sins (attitudes and actions
that  fall  short  of  God’s  perfection).  We  simply  need  to
receive His free gift of forgiveness we can never earn it to
be guaranteed eternal life. “Whoever hears my word,” Jesus
says, “and believes him who sent me has eternal life and will
not be condemned; he has crossed over from death to life.”{25}

How should we interpret the near-death experiences? Here’s my



perspective as one who believes the evidence supports Jesus’
and  biblical  reliability.{26}  If  a  given  NDE  contradicts
biblical statements or principles, I do not accept it as being
completely from God. If the experience does not contradict
biblical statements or principles, then it could be from God.
(Body, drug or mind could also influence it.)

A given NDE could be completely spiritual and yet not be from
God. Jesus spoke of an evil spiritual being, Satan. We are
told  that  Satan  “disguises  himself  as  an  angel  of
light,”{27} but Jesus called him “a liar and the father of
lies.”{28} I’m not accusing all near-death experiencers of
being  in  league  with  the  devil.  Just  a  friendly  word  of
caution that some may be being deceived.

Once  a  nightclub  near  Cincinnati  was  packed  to  the  brim.
Suddenly, a busboy stepped onto the stage, interrupted the
program and announced that the building was on fire. Perhaps
because they saw no smoke, many of the guests remained seated.
Maybe they thought it was a joke, a part of the program, and
felt comfortable with that explanation. When they finally saw
the smoke, it was too late. More than 150 people died as the
nightclub burned.{29}

Are  you  believing  what  you  want  to  believe,  or  what  the
evidence shows is true? Jesus said, “I am the resurrection and
the  life;  he  who  believes  in  Me  will  live  even  if  he
dies.”{30} I encourage you to place your faith in Jesus if you
haven’t yet. Then you, too, will live, even if you die.
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The Council of Nicea and the
Doctrine of the Trinity
Don  Closson  argues  that  Constantine  did  not  impose  the
doctrine  of  the  Trinity  on  the  church,  demonstrating  the
actual role of church leaders and Constantine.

This article is also available in Spanish. 

The doctrine of the Trinity is central to the uniqueness of
Christianity.  It  holds  that  the  Bible  teaches  that  “God
eternally  exists  as  three  persons,  Father,  Son,  and  Holy
Spirit,  and  each  person  is  fully  God,  and  there  is  one
God.”{1} So central is this belief that it is woven into the
words Jesus gave the church in His Great Commission, telling
believers to ” . . . go and make disciples of all nations,
baptizing them in the name of the Father and of the Son and of
the Holy Spirit . . .” (Matthew 28:19).

It is not surprising, then, that the doctrine of the Trinity
is one of the most denigrated and attacked beliefs by those
outside  the  Christian  faith.  Both  Mormons  and  Jehovah’s
Witnesses reject this central tenet and expend considerable
energy teaching against it. Much of the instruction of the
Jehovah’s Witness movement tries to convince others that Jesus
Christ is a created being, not having existed in eternity past
with the Father, and not fully God. Mormons have no problem
with Jesus being God; in fact, they make godhood available to
all  who  follow  the  teachings  of  the  Church  of  Latter-day
Saints.  One  Mormon  scholar  argues  that  there  are  three
separate Gods–Father, Son, and Holy Spirit–who are one in
purpose and in some way still one God.{2} Another writes, “The
concept that the Father, Son, and Holy Ghost are one God is
totally incomprehensible.”{3}

Among the world religions, Islam specifically teaches against
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the  Trinity.  Chapter  four  of  the  Koran  argues,  “Say  not
‘Trinity’: desist: it will be better for you: for Allah is One
God: glory be to Him: (far Exalted is He) above having a son”
(4:171). Although Muhammad seems to have wrongly believed that
Christians  taught  that  the  Trinity  consisted  of  God  the
Father, Mary the Mother, and Jesus the Son, they reject as
sinful anything being made equivalent with Allah, especially
Jesus.

A common criticism by those who reject the doctrine of the
Trinity is that the doctrine was not part of the early church,
nor a conscious teaching of Jesus Himself, but was imposed on
the church by the Emperor Constantine in the early fourth
century at the Council of Nicea. Mormons argue that components
of  Constantine’s  pagan  thought  and  Greek  philosophy  were
forced  on  the  bishops  who  assembled  in  Nicea  (located  in
present  day  Turkey).  Jehovah’s  Witnesses  believe  that  the
Emperor weighed in against their view, which was the position
argued by Arius at the council, and, again, forced the church
to follow.

In the remaining portions of this article, we will discuss the
impact  the  three  key  individuals–Arius,  Constantine,  and
Athanasius–had on the Council of Nicea. We will also respond
to the charge that the doctrine of the Trinity was the result
of political pressure rather than of thoughtful deliberation
on Scripture by a group of committed Christian leaders.

Arius
Let’s  look  first  at  the  instigator  of  the  conflict  that
resulted in the council, a man named Arius.

Arius was a popular preacher and presbyter from Libya who was
given pastoral duties at Baucalis, in Alexandria, Egypt. The
controversy began as a disagreement between Arius and his
bishop, Alexander, in 318 A.D. Their differences centered on



how  to  express  the  Christian  understanding  of  God  using
current  philosophical  language.  This  issue  had  become
important because of various heretical views of Jesus that had
crept into the church in the late second and early third
centuries.  The  use  of  philosophical  language  to  describe
theological realities has been common throughout the church
age in an attempt to precisely describe what had been revealed
in Scripture.

Alexander argued that Scripture presented God the Father and
Jesus as having an equally eternal nature. Arius felt that
Alexander’s comments supported a heretical view of God called
Sabellianism which taught that the Son was merely a different
mode of the Father rather than a different person. Jehovah’s
Witnesses argue today that the position held by Arius was
superior to that of Alexander’s.

Although some historians believe that the true nature of the
original  argument  has  been  clouded  by  time  and  bias,  the
dispute became so divisive that it caught the attention of
Emperor Constantine. Constantine brought the leaders of the
church together for the first ecumenical council in an attempt
to end the controversy.

It should be said that both sides of this debate held to a
high view of Jesus and both used the Bible as their authority
on the issue. Some have even argued that the controversy would
never have caused such dissension were it not inflamed by
political  infighting  within  the  church  and  different
understandings  of  terms  used  in  the  debate.

Arius was charged with holding the view that Jesus was not
just subordinate to the Father in function, but that He was of
an inferior substance in a metaphysical sense as well. This
went too far for Athanasius and others who were fearful that
any language that degraded the full deity of Christ might
place in question His role as savior and Lord.



Some believe that the position of Arius was less radical than
is often perceived today. Stuart Hall writes, “Arius felt that
the only way to secure the deity of Christ was to set him on
the step immediately below the Father, who remained beyond all
comprehension.”{4} He adds that whatever the differences were
between the two sides, “Both parties understood the face of
God as graciously revealed in Jesus Christ.”{5}

Emperor Constantine
Many who oppose the doctrine of the Trinity insist that the
emperor, Constantine, imposed it on the early church in 325
A.D.  Because  of  his  important  role  in  assembling  church
leaders at Nicea, it might be helpful to take a closer look at
Constantine and his relationship with the church.

Constantine rose to supreme power in the Roman Empire in 306
A.D. through alliance-making and assassination when necessary.
It was under Constantine’s Edict of Milan in 313 A.D. that
persecution  of  the  church  ended  and  confiscated  church
properties were returned.

However,  the  nature  of  Constantine’s  relationship  to  the
Christian faith is a complex one. He believed that God should
be appeased with correct worship, and he encouraged the idea
among Christians that he “served their God.”{6} It seems that
Constantine’s involvement with the church centered on his hope
that  it  could  become  a  source  of  unity  for  the  troubled
empire. He was not so much interested in the finer details of
doctrine as in ending the strife that was caused by religious
disagreements. He wrote in a letter, “My design then was,
first, to bring the diverse judgments found by all nations
respecting the Deity to a condition, as it were, of settled
uniformity;  and,  second  to  restore  a  healthy  tone  to  the
system of the world . . .”{7} This resulted in him supporting
various sides of theological issues depending on which side
might  help  peace  to  prevail.  Constantine  was  eventually



baptized shortly before his death, but his commitment to the
Christian faith is a matter of debate.

Constantine  participated  in  and  enhanced  a  recently
established tradition of Roman emperors meddling in church
affairs. In the early church, persecution was the general
policy. In 272, Aurelian removed Paul of Samosata from his
church in Antioch because of a theological controversy. Before
the conflict over Arius, Constantine had called a small church
synod to resolve the conflict caused by the Donatists who
argued for the removal of priests who gave up sacred writings
during times of persecution. The Donatists were rebuked by the
church synod. Constantine spent five years trying to suppress
their  movement  by  force,  but  eventually  gave  up  in
frustration.

Then,  the  Arian  controversy  over  the  nature  of  Jesus  was
brought to his attention. It would be a complex debate because
both sides held Jesus in high regard and both sides appealed
to Scripture to defend their position. To settle the issue,
Constantine  called  the  council  at  Nicea  in  325  A.D.  with
church leaders mainly from the East participating. Consistent
with his desire for unity, in years to come Constantine would
vacillate from supporting one theological side to the other if
he thought it might end the debate.

What is clear is that Constantine’s active role in attempting
to resolve church disputes would be the beginning of a new
relationship between the empire and the church.

Athanasius
The Council of Nicea convened on May 20, 325 A.D. The 230
church leaders were there to consider a question vital to the
church: Was Jesus Christ equal to God the Father or was he
something else? Athanasius, only in his twenties, came to the
council to fight for the idea that, “If Christ were not truly



God, then he could not bestow life upon the repentant and free
them from sin and death.”{8} He led those who opposed the
teachings of Arius who argued that Jesus was not of the same
substance as the Father.

The Nicene Creed, in its entirety, affirmed belief “. . . in
one God, the Father almighty, Maker of all things visible and
invisible. And in one Lord Jesus Christ, the Son of God,
begotten of the Father, Light of Light, very God of very God,
begotten, not made, being of one substance with the Father; by
whom  all  things  were  made;  who  for  us  men,  and  for  our
salvation, came down and was incarnate and was made man; he
suffered,  and  the  third  day  he  rose  again,  ascended  into
heaven; from thence he shall come to judge the quick and the
dead. And in the Holy Ghost.” {9}

The council acknowledged that Christ was God of very God.
Although the Father and Son differed in role, they, and the
Holy Spirit are truly God. More specifically, Christ is of one
substance with the Father. The Greek word homoousios was used
to describe this sameness. The term was controversial because
it is not used in the Bible. Some preferred a different word
that conveyed similarity rather than sameness. But Athanasius
and the near unanimous majority of bishops felt that this
might eventually result in a lowering of Christ’s oneness with
the Father. They also argued that Christ was begotten, not
made. He is not a created thing in the same class as the rest
of the cosmos. They concluded by positing that Christ became
human for mankind and its salvation. The council was unanimous
in  its  condemnation  of  Arius  and  his  teachings.  It  also
removed two Libyan bishops who refused to accept the creed
formulated by the Council.

The growing entanglement of the Roman emperors with the church
during the fourth century was often less than beneficial. But
rather than Athanasius and his supporters seeking the backing
of imperial power, it was the Arians who actually were in
favor of the Emperor having the last word.



Summary
Did Constantine impose the doctrine of the Trinity on the
church?  Let’s  respond  to  a  few  of  the  arguments  used  in
support of that belief.

First, the doctrine of the Trinity was a widely held belief
prior to the Council of Nicea. Since baptism is a universal
act of obedience for new believers, it is significant that
Jesus uses Trinitarian language in Matthew 28:19 when He gives
the Great Commission to make disciples and baptize in the name
of the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit. The Didache, an early
manual of church life, also included the Trinitarian language
for baptism. It was written in either the late first or early
second  century  after  Christ.  We  find  Trinitarian  language
again being used by Hippolytus around 200 A.D. in a formula
used to question those about to be baptized. New believers
were to asked to affirm belief in God the Father, Christ Jesus
the Son of God, and the Holy Spirit.

Second,  the  Roman  government  didn’t  consistently  support
Trinitarian  theology  or  its  ardent  apologist,  Athanasius.
Constantine flip-flopped in his support for Athanasius because
he was more concerned about keeping the peace than in theology
itself. He exiled Athanasius in 335 and was about to reinstate
Arius just prior to his death. During the forty-five years
that Athanasius was Bishop of Alexandria in Egypt, he was
banished into exile five times by various Roman Emperors.

In fact, later emperors forced an Arian view on the church in
a  much  more  direct  way  than  Constantine  supported  the
Trinitarian view. Emperors Constantius II and Julian banished
Athanasius and imposed Arianism on the empire. The emperor
Constantius is reported to have said, “Let whatsoever I will,
be  that  esteemed  a  canon,”  equating  his  words  with  the
authority  of  the  church  councils.{10}  Arians  in  general
“tended to favor direct imperial control of the church.”{11}



Finally, the bishops who attended the Council of Nicea were
far too independent and toughened by persecution and martyrdom
to give in so easily to a doctrine they didn’t agree with. As
we have already mentioned, many of these bishops were banished
by emperors supporting the Arian view and yet held on to their
convictions.  Also,  the  Council  at  Constantinople  in  381
reaffirmed the Trinitarian position after Constantine died. If
the  church  had  temporarily  succumbed  to  Constantine’s
influence, it could have rejected the doctrine at this later
council.

Possessing the freedom to call an ecumenical council after the
Edict of Milan in 313, significant numbers of bishops and
church leaders met to consider the different views about the
person of Christ and the nature of God. The result was the
doctrine of the Trinity that Christians have held and taught
for over sixteen centuries.
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The Clash of Civilizations

Introduction
In the summer of 1993, Samuel Huntington published an article
entitled “The Clash of Civilizations?” in the journal Foreign
Affairs. The article generated more controversy than any other
article in the journal since the 1940s. And Huntington says it
stirred up more debate than anything else he wrote during that
time.

Three years later Samuel Huntington published a book using a
similar title. The Clash of Civilizations and the Remaking of
World  Order  came  on  the  market  in  1996  and  became  a
bestseller, once again stirring controversy. Given the events
of the last year, it seems worthy to revisit his comments and
predictions, since in many ways he seems as accurate as an Old
Testament prophet.

His thesis is fairly simple. In the future, world history will
be marked by conflicts between three principal groups: western
universalism, Muslim militancy, and Chinese assertion.

Huntington  says  that  in  the  post-Cold  War  world,  “global
politics  has  become  multipolar  and  multicivilizational.”{1}
During  most  of  human  history,  major  civilizations  were
separated from one another and contact was intermittent or
nonexistent. That pattern changed in the modern era (around
1500 A.D.). For over 400 years, the nation states of the West
(Britain, France, Spain, Austria, Prussia, Germany, and the
United States) constituted a multipolar international system
that interacted, competed, and fought wars with each other.
During that same period of time, these nations also expanded,
conquered, and colonized nearly every other civilization.

https://probe.org/the-clash-of-civilizations/


During the Cold War, global politics became bipolar, and the
world was divided into three parts. Western democracies led by
the United States engaged in ideological, political, economic,
and even military competition with communist countries led by
the Soviet Union. Much of this conflict occurred in the Third
World  outside  these  two  camps  and  was  composed  mostly  of
nonaligned nations.

Huntington  argues  that  in  the  post-Cold  War  world,  the
principal actors are still the nation states, but they are
influenced by more than just power and wealth. Other factors
like cultural preferences, commonalities, and differences are
also influential. The most important groupings are not the
three  blocs  of  the  Cold  War,  but  rather  the  major  world
civilizations.

To put it simply, the line has moved. For 45 years, the Iron
Curtain was the central dividing line in Europe. “That line
has moved several hundred miles east. It is now the line
separating the peoples of western Christianity, on the one
hand, from Muslims and Orthodox peoples on the other.”{2}

So in this article we are going to describe and analyze Samuel
Huntington’s  worldview  of  global  politics  in  order  to
understand better the profound changes taking place in the
21st century.

Worldviews of Global Politics
In essence, Huntington is proposing a new worldview in the
area of foreign policy. He argues that “worldviews and causal
theories  are  indispensable  guides  to  international
politics.”{3}

Huntington says that the post-Cold war world is a different
world with a different set of issues and conflicts. “In this
new  world  the  most  pervasive,  important,  and  dangerous
conflicts will not be between social classes, rich and poor,



or  other  economically  defined  groups,  but  between  people
belonging to different cultural entities.”{4} World history,
he  believes,  will  be  marked  by  conflicts  between  three
principal  groups  already  mentioned:  western  universalism,
Muslim militancy, and Chinese assertion.

Huntington’s  worldview  stands  in  contrast  to  four  other
prominent perspectives that have been proposed to understand
global  politics.  The  view  of  Francis  Fukuyama  sees  world
events culminating in what he calls “the end of history.” He
believes that we may be witnessing the end point of mankind’s
ideological evolution and the acceptance of western liberal
democracy as the final form of human government. Although
first proposed at the end of the Cold War when a harmonious
globalism seemed likely, there is little evidence that the war
of ideas and ideologies is coming to an end as the events of
the last year clearly demonstrate.

A second view is one of us versus them. “People are always
tempted to divide people into us and them, the in-group and
the other, our civilization and those barbarians. Scholars
have  analyzed  the  world  in  terms  of  the  Orient  and  the
Occident, North and South, center and periphery. Muslims have
traditionally divided the world into Dar al-Islam and Dar a-
Harb, the abode of peace and the abode of war.”{5}

A  third  perspective  could  be  called  “184  states,  more  or
less.” According to this view, nation states are the primary
(even the sole) actors on the world stage. Each state seeks
power and wealth in the midst of anarchy. And while this is a
somewhat accurate view of the world, it does not provide any
model for understanding global politics.

A fourth and final view is one of chaos. This perspective is
illustrated by the book titles “Out of Control” by Zbigniew
Brzezkinski  and  “Pandaemonium”  by  Daniel  Patrick  Moynihan.
Recent history is replete with examples of the breakup of
states,  the  loss  of  governmental  authority,  and  numerous



regional conflicts. But, as a model, this view provides little
predictive value and also does not completely match reality.
The world stage may be full of chaos but its not totally
without order and direction.

Samuel Huntington’s worldview, I believe, provides a better
perspective on the world of the 21st century.

Major Contemporary Civilizations
Let’s  dedicate  our  attention  to  what  separates  these
civilizations. The first is the Chinese civilization which
dates back to at least 1500 B.C. He describes this as a Sinic
civilization in order to describe not only China and Chinese
civilization, but also the Chinese communities in Southeast
Asia and related cultures of Vietnam and Korea.

The  second  is  Japanese  to  separate  it  from  the  Chinese
culture. Most scholars recognize it as a separate entity that
was an offspring of China, emerging between 100 and 400 A.D.

The third civilization is Hindu, which has existed on the
Subcontinent since at least 1500 B.C. This is also referred to
as Indian, Indic, or Hindu. One scholar says that Hindu is
“more than a religion or a social system; it is the core of
Indian civilization.”{6}

The fourth is a distinct Islamic civilization which originated
in the Arabian peninsula in the seventh century A.D. Islam
rapidly spread across North Africa and the Iberian peninsula
and also eastward into central Asia, the Subcontinent, and
Southeast Asia.

A  fifth  civilization  is  a  separate  Orthodox  civilization,
centered in Russia and separate from western Christendom as a
result  of  its  Byzantine  parentage.  It  also  has  limited
exposure to the Renaissance, Reformation, Enlightenment, and
other central western experiences.



Western civilization would be a sixth entity dated as emerging
about 700-800 A.D. Scholars generally view it as having three
major components (Europe, North America, and Latin America).

A seventh civilization would be Latin America, which has a
distinct identity even though it emanates from the West. It
has had a corporatist, authoritarian culture and has been
primarily Catholic.

Two other civilizations could be added to this list. These
would  be  an  African  civilization  in  the  south  of  the
continent.  The  north  and  east  coasts  belong  to  Islamic
civilization, but some scholars recognize a distinct African
culture on the rest of the continent.

Also, a Buddhist culture could be defined. Although it did not
survive in the country of its birth, it has been exported to
other countries and regions in the East.

Samuel Huntington argues that in this post-Cold War world,
people will identify themselves in terms of their ancestry and
heritage. Ultimately they define themselves according to their
civilization.

Culture and Civilizations
Samuel  Huntington  argues  that  in  this  new  era  as  people
identify themselves in terms of their ancestry and heritage,
it will create a clash of civilizations. He says, “In the
post-Cold War world, the most important distinctions among
peoples are not ideological, political, or economic. They are
cultural. Peoples and nations are attempting to answer the
most basic question humans can face, who are we? And they are
answering that question in the traditional way human beings
have answered it, by reference to the things that mean most to
them. People define themselves in terms of ancestry, religion,
language,  history,  values,  customs,  and  institutions.  They
identify  with  cultural  groups:  tribes,  ethnic  groups,



religious communities, nations, and at the broadest level,
civilizations.”{7}

This is not surprising. We all tend to identify ourselves
according  to  our  culture,  which  includes  our  political,
cultural, and religious heritage. In previous centuries, the
major  world  civilizations  were  separated  from  each  other.
Contact was either non-existent or intermittent. Our global
society has put us in contact with each other in ways never
before  experienced  in  our  history.  Cultural  differences,
therefore, should have a profound effect on how we interact.

Samuel Huntington says, “In the post-Cold War world, culture
is both a divisive and unifying force. People separated by
ideology  but  united  by  culture  come  together,  as  the  two
Germanys did and as the two Koreas and the several Chinas are
beginning  to.  Societies  united  by  ideology  or  historical
circumstance but divided by civilization either come apart, as
did the Soviet Union, Yugoslavia, and Bosnia, or are subjected
to  intense  strain,  as  is  the  case  with  Ukraine,  Nigeria,
Sudan, India, Sri Lanka, and many others.”{8}

We should note that cultures and civilizations are not static
but do change and evolve. And nations rise and fall. Most go
through somewhat predictable stages and respond to challenges
and opportunities.

Nation states will still remain important actors in global
politics,  but  their  interests  and  conflicts  will  become
increasingly  shaped  by  cultural  forces  and  interactions
between the major contemporary civilizations.

Samuel  Huntington  provides  a  compelling  worldview  for
understanding  the  future  of  global  politics  as  well  as
understanding the philosophical and spiritual interaction and
conflict  between  Christianity  and  Islam.  I  believe  that
Christians need to begin to understand the implications of
this major shift in countries and civilizations as we move



into the 21st century.

Implications for Christians
The implications of this perspective on missions is profound.
In the past, countries that were closed to the gospel tended
to  be  communist  countries.  Even  so,  there  was  still  a
significant amount of Christian growth in countries behind the
Iron Curtain and Bamboo Curtain. With the collapse of the
Soviet Union, many of these countries are more open to the
gospel than ever before. Meanwhile, persecution of Christians
remains in China.

But a new phenomenon has emerged. Muslim countries are now the
most resistant to the message of Christianity. Mission work is
limited  or  even  non-existent  in  many  of  these  Muslim
countries. This, I believe, represents the greatest challenge
for missions in the 21st century: reaching the Muslim world
for Christ. Already there are a billion Muslims in the world,
making Islam the second largest religion in the world and one
of the fastest growing.

A  second  implication  is  related  to  the  first.  Samuel
Huntington  predicts  a  growing  conflict  between  western
universalism  and  Muslim  militancy.  In  other  words,  the
conflict  is  between  liberal  western  democracies  and  their
cultures and Muslim countries.

This presents a major challenge for Christians trying to reach
Muslims.  When  they  see  the  West  with  its  immorality  and
decadence, they reject it and Christianity. After all, they
reason, these are Christian countries and this is what they
produce.

As  Christians,  I  believe  it  is  crucial  that  we  make  a
distinction  between  Christianity  and  western  society.  The
political  conflict  may  be  between  western  democracies  and
Muslim  militancy,  but  the  spiritual  battle  is  between



Christianity  and  Islam.  The  two  are  not  the  same.

I have found it helpful to agree with Muslims about many of
these criticisms of western culture. It is disarming, and also
provides an opportunity to explain that many western countries
(especially in Europe) are anything but Christian countries.
Instead, I choose to focus the discussion on the Bible and
Jesus Christ as a contrast to the Koran and Muhammed.

Whether we are missionaries overseas or missionaries in our
backyard, we need to begin to understand the nature of Islam
and bring the message of the gospel to the Muslims we meet. I
believe Samuel Huntington is correct in his analysis, and we
should begin to understand the changing world around us so
that we can be more effective for Christ. I hope that this
article and the other materials on the Probe Web Site will be
helpful to you in that regard.
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Tuning  Up  Your  Baloney
Detector
Critical thinking skills are necessary for thinking biblically
and in a way that glorifies God. Sue Bohlin explores some of
the ways to develop those skills.

This article is also available in Spanish. 

The Need to Think Critically
One of our main objectives here at Probe Ministries is to help
people learn to love God with their minds. You really can’t do
that  without  learning  to  think  biblically,  and  think
critically.  In  our  television-saturated  culture,  we  have
discovered  that  more  Christians  are  conformed  to  the
philosophies and deceptions of the world than the teachings
and  truths  of  the  Bible.  So  in  this  essay  I  offer  some
suggestions on how to sharpen our thinking skills. The apostle
Paul exhorts us in Colossians 2:8, “See to it that no one
takes  you  captive  through  philosophy  and  empty  deception,
according to the tradition of men, according to the elementary
principles of the world, rather than according to Christ.” The
way  to  prevent  ourselves  from  being  taken  captive  to
unbiblical, ungodly thinking is to build a kind of mental grid
through which we filter what we see, hear, and read.

The first element of the grid is to know what the Bible says,
so we can compare the ideas that permeate our culture to the
absolute truth of what God has revealed. There is no room for
shortcuts  here;  it  takes  time  in  God’s  Word,  reading  and
meditating on what we read. And in order to understand the
context for what we read, we need to work our way through the
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Bible one book at a time rather than opening it up at random
and  reading  in  a  hit-or-miss  fashion.  We  know  that  not
everyone is a reader; God made some people auditory learners,
and they need to hear the Word rather than read it. That is
fine—the  Scripture  says,  “Faith  comes  from  hearing,  and
hearing through the word of Christ” (Rom. 10:17). It doesn’t
say  “reading”!  It  is  now  possible  to  hear  the  Bible  on
cassette or CD or even on the Internet.{1} Whatever it takes
for you, get the Bible into your head and heart.

As  you  learn  what  the  Bible  says,  you  will  be  able  to
recognize counterfeits to God’s truth. For instance, over the
past several years the definition of truth has shifted. It
used to be that everyone assumed that there was such a thing
as absolute truth: things which are true for all people, at
all times, in all places. Today, many people believe that
contradictory beliefs, such as the different world religions,
can all be true at the same time and that murder, lying, and
adultery  can  be  acceptable  under  certain  conditions.  The
belief that truth is relative is a worldly philosophy that has
taken many captive, and Christians should filter this out of
our thinking because God has revealed unchanging truth to us
in His Word.

In his book Defeating Darwinism by Opening Minds,
Phillip Johnson has a great chapter called “Tuning
Up Your Baloney Detector.” He lists a number of
critical thinking tools that originally came from
Carl Sagan, the late astronomer who made science
understandable  to  us  lay  people.  (Unfortunately,

Dr. Sagan failed to point his baloney detector at himself as
he ferociously insisted that true science was the same as a
purely naturalistic worldview.)

A  well-tuned  baloney  detector  will  be  able  to  filter  out
several kinds of baloney that would take Christians captive
when we swallow the thinking that comes from the surrounding
culture.
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Vague Terms and Shifting Definitions
One kind of baloney we need to be alert for is the use of
vague terms. People with a non-Christian worldview can start
off  using  language  that  we  think  we  understand  and  then
suddenly veer off into a new meaning. Once when I was a brand-
new  believer,  people  collecting  money  to  care  for
underprivileged kids approached me on the street. I asked, “Do
you teach them about Jesus?” and they said, “Yes. . . .” After
I gave them money and took their brochure, I discovered that
they taught that Jesus and Satan were brothers! We also see
this deliberate vagueness happening in the abortion debate. It
is much easier to justify getting rid of a glob of unwanted
cells if you do not call it “shredding and mutilating an
unborn baby.”

We also need to be on the lookout for shifting definitions. In
the evolution debate, many people will start out defining
evolution as “change over time.” Who can argue with that? But
then we find out that the true working definition of evolution
is unguided, purposeless change.

Believing What We Want to Believe
We also need to be on the lookout for what Phillip Johnson
calls the “original sin” of believing what we want to believe,
even  if  there  is  evidence  to  the  contrary.  It  is
intellectually dishonest to deny facts that contradict our pet
beliefs so that we can stay in our comfort zone. We get
critical e-mail at Probe complaining about the fact that we do
not take a position on the age of the earth. It comes from
people who believe what they want to believe regardless of the
fact that there is good evidence for another position. One of
the wisest prayers we can pray is “Lord, show me where I’m
being deceived.” Whether we are talking about our emotional,
spiritual, or intellectual life, we need to move from the
darkness of believing what we want to believe, into the light



of truth as God shows it to us.

Selective Use of Evidence
Another  critical  thinking  skill  is  to  be  watchful  of  the
selective use of evidence. We need to be careful not to jump
on bandwagons of all kinds before checking out any evidence
that  would  provide  a  different  conclusion.  The  creation-
evolution debate is a great example of this principle, because
it’s awfully hard to find any biology textbooks that provide
students with the evidence against evolution. They do not
learn  that  evolutionists  cannot  account  for  things  like
flight, or the eye, or the explosion of fully formed animals
in the Cambrian layers of rock.

I know of several women who deeply regret having had abortions
based on the selective use of evidence. They were told that
this would solve their problem, that it was simply removing
unwanted fetal tissue, that it was really no big deal. They
were not given a sonogram where they could have seen their
babies moving around inside them, or told about how the Bible
declares  the  personhood  of  even  the  tiniest  unborn  human
being. They also weren’t told about the horrendous burden of
guilt and shame they would carry for years afterwards. We need
to know both sides of an argument in order to avoid being held
in captivity to the world’s philosophies.

Appeal to Authority
Another critical thinking skill is to be wary of is the appeal
to authority. “Nothing is true just because some big shot says
it is true.”{2} In our culture, we practically worship experts
(especially scientific experts), and willingly set aside our
own beliefs and instincts if somebody with a white lab coat or
letters after their name tells us something is true or right
or good. That is how we got millions of students who are poor
readers in the U.S.: educational experts decided to throw out



phonics, which works very well, and substitute the whole-word
approach to reading, which fails miserably.

But it’s not just white lab coats; the appeal to authority
exploits the way our culture values celebrity. Michael Jordan
may be the world’s best basketball player, but does that mean
he is an authority on underwear too? We need to be skeptical
of anybody who says, “Believe it because I say so.”

Ad Hominem and Straw Man Arguments
Two kinds of communication that ought to set our internal
alarms off are the ad hominem argument and the straw man
argument.

Ad hominem is Latin for “to the man.” When people use this
kind of argument, they are attacking the person instead of
what he is saying. My son experienced this on one occasion in
his college class where he got into a spirited discussion with
a girl who was not being too logical. She could not counter
his arguments, got frustrated, and dismissed him with, “Oh,
you’re just too pretty to be a boy anyway.” That’s an ad
hominem argument. It means someone is out of ammunition and
defenses for their argument, so they attack the other person
or the other side instead.

Now, there is a value to pointing out that someone has a bias,
because it is going to impact their conclusions. That is not
the same as attacking the person. When people e-mail us here
at Probe and accuse us of being biased about Christianity, we
freely admit we are very biased. But that does not change
whether it is true or not. On the other hand, if a tobacco
company releases a study showing that secondhand smoke is not
dangerous, one can legitimately question the inherent bias
without attacking the people making the argument.

Another critical thinking tool is to watch out for straw man
arguments.  This  is  where  an  opponent  distorts  someone’s



position to make it easier to attack. Recently I participated
in a panel discussion on therapies and organizations that help
people leave homosexuality. One of the students in the class
pointed at me and said, “I just think you shouldn’t try to
make gays change against their will. That’s not right.” Well,
I  agree,  and  I  do  not  know  anyone  who  tries  to  change
homosexuals  against  their  will.  He  was  using  a  straw  man
argument, because the truth is, I work with a ministry that
offers help only to those who want it.{3} We do not even let
anyone in the door unless they are willing to consider that
change is possible, and they are the ones seeking us out. This
student twisted my position to make it easier to attack.

Of course, nobody announces that they are using a straw man or
ad hominem argument when they do it! But when you recognize it
and call it what it is, you are thinking critically about what
you are hearing.

Untestable Theories
When I was a young girl, my mind was a sponge—an avid learner,
I soaked up everything with a total lack of discernment. There
was a time when I was confused about whether the gods of Greek
and Roman mythology were real or not!

In this article we have been looking at loving God with our
minds by building a mental filter through which we examine
what we see, hear, and read. A mental filter consisting of a
Christian worldview allows us to keep what is true and right
and good, and not swallow the rest like I did! One final
baloney detector involves recognizing theories and ideas that
cannot be proven either true or false. Many people believe
things simply because they sound good, even though there is no
way to find out if they are right or not. For example, Carl
Sagan  opened  his  famous  Cosmos  series  with  the  worldview
statement that “The Cosmos is all there is, or ever was, or
ever will be.” How do you test such a statement to see if it



is true or not? At Probe we get e-mail from people who have
accepted such untestable theories. What test is there to prove
or disprove reincarnation or the existence of the Goddess? How
do you run an experiment to prove whether people who have died
are sending messages to us when we come across pennies on the
pavement?

On the other hand, testability is one of the things that makes
Christianity so robust. If someone were able to come up with
the bones of Jesus Christ, it would prove Christianity wrong
and the millions of believers deluded. It’s a testable idea,
not an unprovable, pie-in-the-sky concept. Remember what Paul
says in Colossians 2:8, “See to it that no one takes you
captive through philosophy and empty deception, according to
the tradition of men, according to the elementary principles
of the world, rather than according to Christ.” In order to do
that, we need to work to build a strong mental filter that
constantly compares what we see and hear and read to the truth
of  God’s  word.  We  need  to  interact  with  TV,  movies,
newspapers,  and  magazines,  identifying  those  things  that
contradict the truth God has already given us. We should feel
free to jot comments in the margins of books, especially when
we find baloney in them. We need to remember that the world
system and our adversary, the devil, are both continually
working to tear down what is good and true, and erect false
arguments and pretensions that set themselves up against the
knowledge of God. So we can take every thought captive to make
it obedient to Christ (2 Cor. 10:4-5).

To mix metaphors, we need to tune up our baloney detectors so
we will not be sponges.
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Evidence of Jesus’ Existence?
Rusty Wright responds to the 2002 news about the ossuary (bone
box) with the very intriguing and unusual inscription “James,
son of Joseph, brother of Jesus.”

Rarely these days does Israel make headlines for something
other than conflict. But a recent (Fall 2002) announcement
about an ancient artifact there attracted wide attention.

Biblical  Archaeology  Review  revealed  that  a  stone  ossuary
(bone receptacle) has an inscription reading “James, son of
Joseph, brother of Jesus.” If authentic, this would be the
earliest  archaeological  find  that  corroborates  biblical
references to Jesus.

Andre Lemaire, a French expert on ancient writings from the
Sorbonne, suspected the ossuary’s significance when he saw it
in the owner’s private collection.

Time magazine claims that if the ossuary is authentic and the
inscription refers to the biblical James, “this would be the
most  important  discovery  in  the  history  of  New  Testament
archaeology.”

The New Testament in several places refers to James, Jesus’
brother.  In  Matthew  13:53-55,  citizens  of  Jesus’  hometown
Nazareth  mention  “His  brother…James….”  Paul,  an  early
expositor of the faith, refers to “James, the Lord’s brother”
(Galatians 1:19), a leader of Jerusalem’s Christians.
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Is the ossuary a first-century antiquity or a later forgery?
The  Geological  Survey  of  Israel  subjected  it  to  rigorous
tests. It is made of Jerusalem-area limestone quarried from
the first or second century A.D. Its patina (sheen) bears
evidence of centuries in a cave and shows no evidence of
modern  chemicals  or  disruption.  Survey  scientists  conclude
it’s not a later forgery.

Paleography, the science of ancient writings, supports the
early date. Johns Hopkins paleographer P. Kyle McCarter says
the “script is consistent with a date in the middle of the
first  century  A.D.”  Josephus,  a  first  century  Jewish
historian,  put  James’  death  in  62  A.D.

Does the inscription refer to the biblical James, Joseph and
Jesus?  Lemaire’s  statistical  analysis  argues  that  in  mid-
first-century Jerusalem “there were probably about 20 people
who could be called ‘James son of Joseph brother of Jesus.'”

Only  one  other  known  ancient  Jewish  ossuary  inscription
mentions a brother. Was this Jesus, James’ brother, mentioned
because he was well known? Lemaire sees a 90 percent chance
that the ossuary’s James is the biblical brother of Jesus.

The  case  has  critics.  We  know  nothing  of  the  ossuary’s
original location; evidence might have been compromised. At
least one scholar disagrees with Lemaire’s paleographic dating
of  the  box.  Some  question  his  statistical  basis  for
eliminating other possible Jameses in Jerusalem and feel that
Lemaire  overstates  his  case.  But  at  least  one  feels  he
understates it.

Christianity, Judaism and Islam claim historical foundations.
Historical and archaeological confirmation — or contradiction
— of their writings affects their credibility.

Christian faith does not stand or fall on the authenticity of
this  ossuary.  But  if  genuine,  the  ossuary  supports  the
conclusion of the late, renowned Jewish archaeologist Nelson



Glueck,  who  asserted  “the  almost  incredibly  accurate
historical memory of the Bible, and particularly so when it is
fortified by archaeological fact.”

Duke University Judaic Studies professor Eric Meyers, while
advising  caution  on  the  James  ossuary,  feels  “there  is  a
strong possibility that the artifact is what Lemaire says it
is:  the  oldest  extra-biblical  archaeological  evidence  of
Jesus.”
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